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Pokémon, Hello Kitty, Super Mario, Godzilla, robots and samurai: 
these icons of Japanese visual culture are famous the world 
over. People everywhere watch anime (cartoons), read manga 
(comic strips) and play Japanese games. 

What makes Japan so cool? Is it the cute characters with their 
huge eyes? Is it the dark tales filled with malice and monsters? Or 
is it the creativity of the makers, and their imaginative storylines? 
Is the international interest in Japanese visual culture relatively 
new, due to the success of anime and manga, among others? Or 
does it date back further?

Step into the world of Japanese visual culture and discover what 
makes it so unique and fascinating. Learn all about the country’s 
long tradition of painting and drawing, and the interaction with 
other visual cultures. Meet the icons, their predecessors, the 
makers and the fans. 

WORLDWIDE FASCINATION IN FOCUS
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ル
ジ
�
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- 1 - 
Modern meets old
Hiroyuki Matsuura combines a contemporary drawing style with icons from 
‘old Japan’. The yukata is a thin and comfortable garment, originally worn to 
the public baths. This one is printed with the image of a girl in manga style, 
wearing a yukata, but with a traditional pattern.

Yukata picturing a girl
Hiroyuki Matsuura
Japan, 2012
Polyester with print and silk
Hiroyuki Matsuura and Tokyo Gallery + BTAP
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MONSTERS 

From deceptive monsters to gruesome man-eaters, and 
from weeping souls to bloodthirsty demons 

Cool Japan is not just about cheery colours and happy faces. Death 
and destruction also feature in Japanese popular culture. And this 
aspect of it attracts many fans. 

The darker side of history continues to provide inspiration. Stories 
of yōkai (monsters, spirits and demons) have been told for centu-
ries, a tradition that continues in horror films, gruesome games and 
sinister manga.

Japan’s bloody military history also provides a continuous source 
of inspiration. Spectacular confrontations with slashing swords and 
ritual suicide are ‘typically Japanese’ cultural stereotypes on which 
popular culture repeatedly draws for fresh inspiration.

1
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- 2 -
Laughing hannya
A laughing hannya holds in her hands 
a child's head that has been bitten 
off. Hannya begin life as normal 
women, but their jealousy turns 
them into revengeful spirits.

Therefore, in noh and kyōgen 
theatre, hannya masks symbolise 
extreme jealousy.

Colour woodblock print Laughing 
Hannya from the series One Hundred 
Ghost Stories
Katsushika Hokusai
Japan, ca. 1830 (late 19th or 20th century 
reproduction)
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.03361) 

or
The ghost of Kohada Koheiji
Kohada Koheiji is probably Japan's 
most famous male ghost. He was 
murdered by a theatre drummer who 
went off with Koheiji’s second wife. 
Koheiji returned to torture the mean-
while married couple.

Koheiji looks through the mosquito 
net at his wife. His body is encircled 
by the burning flames of his hatred. 

Colour woodblock print The Ghost of 
Kohada Koheiji from the series One 
Hundred Ghost Stories 
Katsushika Hokusai
Japan, ca. 1830
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.03358)

or

Battle against injustice and 
corruption
Mutsuki Suginosuke Norifusa is a 
hero in Tsukioka Yoshitoshi’s series of 
woodblock prints about the 14th-cen-
tury Chinese novel Water Margin. This 
follows 108 outlaws, who are granted 
amnesty in their battle against injustice 
and corruption and was very popular 
in Japan in the 19th century. 

Yoshitoshi chooses not to portray 
the Chinese characters in his Beauty 
and Valour in ‘The Water Margin’, 
but instead heroes from Japanese 
history and sagas. 

Colour woodblock print Mutsuki  
Suginosuke Norifusa from the series 
Beauty and Valour in ‘The Water Margin’
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1867
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0033.1-3/3)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 3 -
The ghost of Yūgao
Many consider The Tale of Genji, by the 
lady-in-waiting Murasaki Shikibu, who 
lived around the year 1000, to be the 
best work in Japanese literature. During 
his romantic adventures, Prince Hikaru 
Genji meets a mysterious woman, 
whom he names Yūgao, ‘moonflower’.

After their meeting, the young 
Yūgao soon falls prey to the jealous 
ghost of one of Genji’s previous 
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lovers and dies. Here the ghost of 
Yūgao haunts the vines of the flower 
that bears her name. 

Colour woodblock print The ‘Yūgao’ 
Chapter from ‘The Tale of Genji’ from 
the series One Hundred Aspects of 
the Moon
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1886
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4548)

or
Akamatsu Jūtamaru Takanori and 
the ghost of Princess Yaehata
The hero Takanori is a skilled archer. 
He is also carrying his trusty weapon 
during this attack on the home of his 
sister's (Princess Yaehata) murderer. As 
he overpowers a guard, Takanori listens 
to the sad story of Yaehata’s ghost. 

Colour woodblock print Akamatsu 
Jūtamaru Takanori from the series 
Beauty and Valour in ‘The Water Margin’
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1866
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0038.1-4/4)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 4 -
A thousand rats
Emperor Shirakawa (1053-1129) 
wanted a son. His spiritual advisor, 
the Buddhist monk Raigō, prayed for a 
boy. His prayers were finally answered. 
Yet, the emperor refused to approve 
Raigō’s subsequent wish.

Raigō was furious and starved 
himself to death. He took Shirakawa’s 
son with him when he died. Raigō’s 
revengeful spirit changed into a 
thousand rats, which caused havoc 
in the Mii Temple. 

Colour woodblock print Priest Raigō 
of Mii Temple Transformed by Wicked 
Thoughts into a Rat from the series 
New Forms of Thirty-Six Ghosts
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1891
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0038.1-4/4)

or

The ghost of Priest Seigen
This print is part of a diptych featuring  
a scene from a play. It shows the 
19th-century kabuki actor Ichikawa 
Danjūrō VIII in the role of the ghost of 
Priest Seigen of Kiyomizu Temple.

Seigen was besotted with the beautiful 
Princess Sakura, who did not share his 
feelings. He starved himself and swore 
to follow the princess wherever she 
went, even after his death. She finally 
died of fright. 

Colour woodblock print, part of the 
diptych Actors Ichikawa Danjūrō VIII 
as Kiyomizu Seigen, Arashi Rikan III as 
Shimobe Yodohei and Iwai Kumesaburō 
III as Princess Sakura
Utagawa Kunisada
Japan, 1852
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4670) 

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

1

– MONSTERS –
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- 5 -

Minamoto no Tsunenobu and the 
demon
Tsunenobu, poet and servant of 
the court in the 11th century, hears 
the distant sound of clothes being 
beaten in the night. In Japan this was 
associated with loneliness.

At the thought of such loneliness, 
a poem by his predecessor Ki no 
Tsurayuki wells up in him. He has 
hardly uttered the final words when a 
giant demon looms up in the moonlit 
sky. The demon goes on to complete 
Tsunenobu’s recital with a couplet 
from a Chinese poem. 

Colour woodblock print Tsunenobu 
and the Demon from the series One 
Hundred Aspects of the Moon
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1886
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0030)

or

Takagi Toranosuke Tadakatsu and 
a demon
This print displays the fight between 
the hero Tadakatsu and a blue demon 
in a cave in the mountainous city of 
Hakone. Despite the monster's hearty 
protest, during which it even manages 
to seize the handle of Tadakatsu’s 
sword, the brave protagonist gets the 
upper hand.  

Colour woodblock print Takagi Torano-
suke Tadakatsu from the series Beauty 
and Valour in ‘The Water Margin’
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi

Japan, 1867
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0038.1-4/4)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 6 -
The spirit Kasane 
Kasane returned from the dead 
take revenge on her husband; she 
suspected him of being unfaithful. 
Theatre posters such as this one, 
ekanban, were suspended on the 
second floor of kabuki theatres, 
facing downwards and at a slight 
angle. This meant that large groups 
could also see what was on offer.

Therefore, the first thing you saw 
was the dead woman on the bottom 
right. If you then looked up, you saw 
her spirit leave her body and appear 
before her husband and his new 
lover. In this way, the ghost was as 
much of a surprise to the audience 
as it was to the pictured husband.

Kabuki theatre poster The Story of 
Kasane
Anonymous
Japan, ca. 1888
Ink and pigment on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-1230-72)

- 7 -
The ghost with the long hair
What could be more terrifying than 
a spirit that steps out of a picture and 
into the room? If you look closely, 
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you will see that this is a painting 
of a painting from which a spirit is 
emerging. This visual trick is also 
employed in the horror film Ring, 
from 1998, in which a ghost crawls 
out of a television set. 

The white shroud and the long 
unkempt hair are highly recognisable 
features of Japanese spirits.

Silk painting with female ghost
Kawanabe Kyōsai
Japan, 1883
Pigment on silk
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-4135-3)

- 8 -
Mermaid
In the days before cinema and TV, 
people went to shows for a good 
dose of horror. In Japan, they were 
very good at it. Festivals where you 
could watch scary monsters were 
quite a tradition. This monster crea-
tion represents a mermaid. 

Mermaid
Anonymous
Japan, 1820s
Papier-mâché, cotton, wood, cow 
intestine, monkey hair, shark teeth,  
fish spine and scales
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-360-2897) 

- 9 -
A fox with nine tails
Toriyama Sekien published the pop-
ular book The Night Parade of One 
Hundred Demons in 1776. 

This parade is a traditionally pop-
ular subject in Japanese literature 
and visual arts. In his book, Sekien 
establishes which demons took 
part in the parade. The sequel, The 
Illustrated One Hundred Demons 
from the Present and the Past, also 
contains text and explanations. Here 
you see the possessed courtesan 
Tamamo-no-mae transforming into a 
nine-tailed fox.

Illustrated book The Illustrated One 
Hundred Demons from the Present  
and the Past
Illustrations by Toriyama Sekien
Japan, 1779 (reprint ca. 1820)
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (RV-1-4459)

- 10 -
Fashion statement worn on the hip
Netsuke are button-like toggles 
allowing you to wear accessories on 
your hip, attached to a cord. Many 
netsuke from the 18th and 19th cen-
tury are fashion statements. A mask 
netsuke indicated that you were a 
fan of noh and kyōgen theatre, gen-
res in which masks are worn.

In noh theatre, the ō-beshimi mask 
represents a tengu, a yōkai with a 
sharp, but also kind and protective 
nature. The mask can be recognised 
by the firmly clenched mouth. 

Mask netsuke ō-beshimi
Signed: Deme Eiman
Japan, presumed 18th century
Wood and lacquer
MAS (AE.1960.0048.0001)

1

– MONSTERS –
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- 11 -
God of thunder
Similarly to the adjacent noh mask 
ō-beshimi, the ō-tobide mask, whose 
form is adopted by this netsuke, por-
trays a supernatural being. An actor 
wears it when playing the ghost of a 
dead person returning as the thun-
der god, a fast and swift demon. 

Mask netsuke ō-tobide
Unknown
Japan, 18th or 19th century
Wood and lacquer
MAS (AE.1966.0042.0034)

- 12 -
Sly fox, beautiful woman
In Japan, the kitsune or fox is also 
considered sly and threatening. It 
was claimed that foxes were yōkai 
that could assume a human form. 
Even so, foxes were also depicted 
more positively, highlighting their 
alleged protective and loyal nature. 

Here, the animal changes itself into 
a beautiful woman to mislead unsus-
pecting victims. 

Netsuke kitsune
Unknown
Japan, 18th or 19th century
Ivory
MAS (AE.1960.0048.0004)

- 13 -
Creeps
This netsuke displays seven masks 
from noh and kyōgen theatre. The 
two most gruesome masks can be 
seen on the right at the top and 

bottom: a male demon and a hannya 
mask, which is used by actors playing a 
vindictive female spirit. 

Mask netsuke 
Rakuōsai
Japan, early 19th century
Ivory
MAS (AE.1957.0029.0010)

- 14 -
Adorable peacock and creepy 
demons
An inrō is a box with compartments 
on a cord of woven silk. A netsuke is 
used to hook it behind a belt. These 
boxes contain medicine and other 
small objects.

There is an adorable peacock on 
the inrō. However, some of the noh 
and kyōgen masks on the matching 
netsuke are far from adorable. Look 
at the demon masks on the left. 

Inrō with peacock and mask netsuke 
Netsuke signed: Meizan (Akiyama)
Japan, 19th century
Wood, lacquer, silk and ivory
MAS (AE.6153)

- 15 -
Desperation and despair
Using a deigan mask, an actor in noh 
theatre becomes a female spirit who 
is both grieving and resentful. This 
comes from losing her husband's love.

The mask is recognised by the 
profoundly sad, desperate facial 
expression and the gilt edge on the 
black teeth, of which you can still 
see a small remainder.
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Deigan-mask
Unknown
Japan, 18th century
Wood and textile
MAS (AE.1958.0030.0002)

- 16 -
An imposing cannibal
Here you can see the executioner 
Smough, an impressive opponent from 
the gothic horror game Dark Souls. 
Smough is a cannibal, yearning for the 
ground bones of the damned. Be on 
your guard, as you will come across 
this horror later on in the exhibition!

These design sketches show a 
different pair of eyes on the armour. 
The left design was ultimately chosen.

Design sketches Smough
FromSoftware
Japan, 2011
Ink on paper (authorised reproduction, 
via Cook & Becker gallery)  
MAS

- 17 -
Without wing
Dark Souls is a horror game, no-
torious for its difficulty. It is tricky 
to progress through the levels and 
the monsters are almost impossible 
to defeat. To play Dark Souls is to 
briefly descend into Hell. 

Here you can see a design sketch 
of a demon from the game, which 
takes the form of a multi-headed 
centipede. The comments jotted 
down were to steer the design in 
the right direction. This was how the 
prominent wing disappeared in the 
final version.

Design sketch centipede demon
FromSoftware
Japan, 2011
Ink on paper (authorised reproduction, 
via Cook & Becker gallery)
MAS

1

– MONSTERS –
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- 18 -
Girl from two eras
This work unites classic and contemporary Japan, mirroring the rest of the 
exhibition. It depicts a girl in a  heavy, classical kimono, but in the colours 
typical of today’s ‘cute culture’. She floats happily through the image. She 
has big eyes, similarly to a character in manga or anime, but wears hair pins 
like those of a courtesan. The gold leaf reminds us of antique Japanese 
screens..

Uki-uki (Happily floating)
Hiroyuki Matsuura
Japan, 2012
Acrylic on canvas and gold leaf
Hiroyuki Matsuura and Tokyo Gallery + BTAP
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WARRIORS

Samurai, ninjas and magical girls – Fascination for 
mythical fighters

What is it that fascinates people about Japanese warriors? Is it the 
samurai’s sense of honour? The ninja’s almost superhuman skills? The 
deadly weapons they wield? Or the dark tales with their shades of 
grey, where there is no clear line between right and wrong?

Japanese culture has a long tradition of heroic tales full of action 
and adventure. From the tales depicted on classical prints to the 
latest video games, the fight is often the focus. Samurai have in-
spired legions of storytellers, allowing popular culture to further 
add to the mythical status of these fearless warriors. And it is pre-
cisely this mythical element that fascinates people most.

2
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- 19 -
Warriors with the sword  
On the battle field, the bow and 
arrow are the most popular weapons, 
because they allow you to shoot from 
a distance. Yet a sword-fighting Japanese 
warrior is better at capturing the 
imagination, and that also applies to 
Japanese cinema and Hollywood.

Even more fascinating is a samurai 
who fights with two swords, like 
the legendary Miyamoto Musashi 
(ca. 1584-1645). This weaponry is 
displayed in action with two wooden 
practice swords. The ear protectors 
bear the coat of arms of the Date clan. 

Samurai harness (tosei gusoku)
Unknown
Japan, Edo period (1603-1868)
Iron, copper, leather, lacquer and silk
MAS (AE.1951.0001.0001)

- 20 -
Cool warrior dolls
5 May is Children's Day in Japan. 
Until 1948, this national holiday was 
known as Boys' Day and only sons 
were honoured. The warrior dolls 
that decorate many homes on  
5 May are a reminder of this fact.

The samurai on the right symbolises 
valour and power, and the kneeling 
flag bearer on the left faith and 
loyalty. Boys in particular were ex-
pected to reflect such fundamental 
values in the past. 

Warrior dolls
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1930
Wood, metal, silk, cotton, plaster, lacquer 
and pigment
MAS (AE.1953.0013.0089)

Samurai, the ultimate warriors

The samurai is an international icon. These Japanese warriors are the 
epitome of skill and superior weaponry, absolute devotion to the cause 
and loyalty to their master.
Yet it was in fact disloyal samurai who precipitated some of the great 
turning points in Japanese history. What is more, a sword cannot com-
pete with a gun.
Despite this reality, however, the samurai is still a major source of 
inspiration for games, films and manga. For example, Darth Vader in Star 
Wars, perhaps the most iconic villain in cinema history, is based on the 
samurai: just look at the shape of his helmet. And what is the ultimate 
weapon of many a sophisticated robot from manga and anime? That’s 
right: the good old sword.
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- 21 -
The 47 rōnin
This theatre poster announces  
Kanadehon chūshingura (The Treas-
ury of Loyal Retainers), a romanticised 
version of a famous Japanese story: 
the early 18th-century history of the 
47 rōnin or samurai without a master.

They murdered their arch-enemy, a 
courtier who was to blame for their 
master’s death. Later they became 
national symbols of fidelity, perse-
verance, self-sacrifice and honour. 
The poster shows the rōnin sur-
rounding their opponent.

Kabuki theatre poster Kanadehon 
chūshingura
Unknown
Japan, late 19th century
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4710)

- 22 -
Hidden warrior
Utagawa Kuniyoshi designed about 
twenty woodblock print series about 
the 47 rōnin. He changed their names 
slightly in order to satisfy the censure.

This warrior, renamed Kaida Yadae-
mon Tomonobu, is hiding from the ar-
rows behind a cloth-wrapped koto, a 
string instrument.

Colour woodblock print Kaida Yadaemon 
Tomonobu from the series Stories of 
the True Loyalty of the Faithful Samurai
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4567 or AE.1997.0041.0035)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation

- 23 -
Brave rōnin 
The rōnin Onodera Jūnai Hidetomo 
was really called Onodera Kōemon 
Hidetomi. He was sixty at the time. 
He is said to have fought bravely. 
The banner is that of the Asano 
clan, uniting the 47 rōnin. 

Colour woodblock print Onodera Jūnai 
Hidetomo from the series Stories of 
the True Loyalty of the Faithful Samurai
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4564)

or

Armed rōnin  
The rōnin Hara Gōemon Mototoki 
was really called Hara Sōemon 
Mototoki. He was the main warrior in 
the Asano clan. He helped to devise 
the attack by the 47 rōnin. He went 
into battle armed with a spear and a 
sword. 

Colour woodblock print Hara Gōemon 
Mototoki from the series Stories of 
the True Loyalty of the Faithful Samurai
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4566)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation
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- 24 -
Brave rōnin 
It is said that rōnin Chiba Saburohei 
Mitsutada, whose real name was 
Senba Saburobei Mitsutada, put up a 
strong fight and single-handedly killed 
three opponents. He is shown here 
with a yari, or straight-bladed spear.  

Colour woodblock print Chiba Saburohei 
Mitsutada from the series Stories of 
the True Loyalty of the Faithful Samurai
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4565)

or

Archer
Mase Kyūdayū Masa-aki was named  
Mase Chūdayū Masa-aki by Kuni-
yoshi. Masa-aki, who was known to 
be a talented archer, appears to be 
pointing his arrow straight at the 
audience. He killed three samurai 
enemies on the night of the attack. 

Colour woodblock print Mase Chūdayū 
Masa-aki from the series Stories of the 
True Loyalty of the Faithful Samurai
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0034)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 25 -
The Great Battle of Kawanakajima 
We see a strike between the 
samurai Uesugi Kenshin and Takeda 
Shingen with their respective armies. 
They caused a series of battles 
between 1553 and 1564, which led 
to great losses on both sides.

The right sheet shows Kenshin on 
horseback. Shingen features in the 
middle of the left sheet. His striking 
horned helmet and war fan draw 
attention. 

Triptych of colour woodblock prints 
The Great Battle of Kawanakajima
Utagawa Kuniyoshi
Japan, ca. 1845
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4686)

or

Revenge
The triptych of which this print is 
part shows the apotheosis of the 
kabuki play An Illustrated Picture 
Book of Gappō-ga-Tsuji: the final 
battle between Saeda Daigaku-
nosuke and Takahashi Yajūrō, with 
support from their allies.

Yajūrō sought vengeance on Dai-
gakunosuke after this villainous 
samurai killed his brother. He took 
revenge at Gappō-ga-Tsuji, a cross-
roads in Osaka. 

Colour woodblock print, part of the 
triptych Revenge at Gappō-ga-Tsuji
Utagawa Yoshitora
Japan, ca. 1845
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4623)
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and

Brave rider
This brave horseback warrior, Sa-
manosuke, is better known as Akechi 
Hidemitsu (1536?-1582). He is a famous 
Japanese samurai from the Sengoku 
period, a time of almost constant war 
and political intrigue. We are referring 
to the mid-15th to early 17th century.

The plume of smoke from the mouth 
of the immense canon in the back-
ground bears witness to an attack on 
an enemy castle. 

Colour woodblock print, part of the 
triptych The Brave Warrior Samanosuke 
Destroys the Enemy Castle of Atsumi 
Utagawa Yoshitora
Japan, ca. 1850
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4664)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 26 -
The sword: the soul of the samurai
The sword is often described as the 
warrior's soul. Swords were already 
said to have mythical powers in the 
earliest Japanese texts.

A sword is made in a solemn atmos-
phere. Good swordsmiths were 
highly regarded and special swords 
were passed down from generation 
to generation in samurai families.

A
Dagger (tantō) with sheath
Unknown
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)
Steel, copper, brass, wood and silk
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0001.1-3/3)

B
Short sword (wakizashi) with additional 
knife (kogatana) and sheath (saya)
Unknown
Japan, second half 17th century
Steel, tin, copper, silver, shagreen, wood, 
gold leaf, lacquer and silk 
MAS (AE.1951.0001.0025.1-3/3)

C
Fantasy sword (tachi) with sheath (saya)
Unknown
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)
Steel, bone, wood and silk
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0019.1-3/3)

D
Short sword (wakizashi) with sheath 
(saya)
Unknown
Japan, Meiji period (1868-1912)
Steel, bone, wood, nacre and silk
MAS (AE.4430)

E
Pair featuring short sword (wakizashi) 
and long battle sword (katana)
Wakizashi signed: Nobukuni Yoshiyasu
Japan, Edo period (1603–1868)
Steel, iron copper, silver, shagreen, wood, 
gold powder, lacquer and silk
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0016 and 
AE.1997.0041.0017)

Samurai generally wore two swords. This 
combination was known as daishō. In this 
pair, the sheaths and guards, separating 
the blade from the handle, are matching.
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- 27 -
Naruto, a ninja in training 
The ninja is the most secretive of warriors. This silent killer is more of a mythical 
figure in pop culture than a historical character, although ninjas really did exist.

The most famous fictional ninja is the boy called Naruto, who trained to be-
come a ninja grandmaster. Over 220 million copies of this manga were sold; 
just under 700 episodes of the anime were broadcast.

Original drawings Naruto
Story and illustrations by Kishimoto Masashi, publisher Shueisha
Japan, 1999-2014
Pencil on paper
Joost Backaert
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- 28 -
Tattoo hype
Lu Chi Shen, a protagonist from 
The Water Margin, kills a man and 
becomes a priest. In a drunken fit,  
Lu forgets his religious oath, displays 
his aggression and destroys the 
temple gate.

Elsewhere in the exhibition, Yoshi-
toshi uses this story for a series of 
prints with Japanese heroes. Here, 
he chooses a hero from the original 
Chinese novel. Other woodblock 
print artists also portray the key char-
acters from the popular story, and 
generally with plenty of tattoos. The 
prints caused a tattoo hype in Japan.

Colour woodblock print Lu Chi Shen 
Demolishes the Temple Gate in a 
Drunken Fit
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1887
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.04848)

or

Swimming champion covered in 
tattoos
The top-class swimmer Chōjun (Zhang 
Shun), the ‘white streak in the waves’, 
was a hero in the Chinese novel The 
Water Margin. Waves are also a fea-
ture in his tattoo. Look carefully and 
you will see pine needles, ivy, blossom, 
flames and a snake as well.

This shows Chōjun breaking through 
the barricade of a water dam. The 
attached bells ring and warn enemies, 
who shoot at him.

Colour woodblock print The Fearless 
Villain Chōjun from the series 108 He-
roes of the Popular ‘Water Margin’
Utagawa Kuniyoshi
Japan, 1827-1830
Ink and pigment on paper 
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.02093 or 
reproduction)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

Tattoos, cool or uncool?   

Tattoos, or irezumi, have a long history in Japan, though they have 
never actually been widely regarded as cool. The visual quality of 
Japanese tattoos is admired all over the world, and people associate 
the images with the ‘way of the samurai’.

 In Japan itself, however, people tend to associate tattoos with orga-
nised crime. Public bath houses often have signs barring people with 
tattoos. Japanese tattoos are therefore an example of the worldwide 
fascination with something that Japan itself is less keen to promote. 
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- 29 -
Chinese mythical lion
This netsuke represents a young 
boy beating a drum. His striking mask 
is that of a karajishi. This Chinese 
mythical lion, the king of the animals, 
often appears in Japanese tattoos 
in combination with the peony, as 
king of the flowers.  

Netsuke karajishi
Unknown
Japan, 18th or 19th century 
Wood and lacquer 
MAS (AE.1966.0042.0036)

- 30 -
Dragon guards
These tsuba, guards that separate 
the sword's blade from the handle,  
are decorated with impressive 
dragons. A dragon flies between the 
clouds and brings rain, and therefore 
a good harvest and prosperity.

It is no surprise that this mighty 
creature was of much importance in 
Japanese tattoo iconography.  

Dragon guard
Signed: Masamitsu
Japan, Edo period (1603-1868)
Iron
MAS (AE.1951.0001.0034) 

Dragon guard
Unknown
Japan, Edo period (1603-1868)
Iron
MAS (AE.1951.0001.0030)

- 31 -
The giant snake  
This pipe case, kiseruzutsu, depicts 
a warrior killing a giant snake. Like 
the dragon, this is also commonly 
found in Japanese tattoos.

Unlike dragons, giant snakes are not 
always good-natured. They consume 
enormous quantities of food and 
often overindulge in alcohol.  
They even dare to eat people!  

Pipe case with giant snake
Unknown
Japan, 19th century
Bone
MAS (AE.1966.0042.0032.1-2/2)

- 32 -
Concealing stickers
Most Japanese bathhouses will not 
let you in if you have a tattoo, be-
cause they may mean you take part 
in organised crime.

There is a solution for people with 
smaller tattoos: flesh-coloured 
stickers, which are both slender and 
waterproof. The packaging states: 
‘When you want to hide them for a 
while!!’ And: ‘Suitable for the swim-
ming pool, sports' school or bath-
house’.

Stickers to conceal tattoos
Techno Trade Tokyo
China, 2017
Plastic, colour medium
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3771)
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- 33 -
Protective dragon
A dragon looms in the bank of 
clouds above the water. In the 
Western world, dragons are associ-
ated with fire, while in Japan there 
is a strong connection between 
dragons and water.

For several centuries, the dragon 
symbolised protection among fire-
men. They were covered in water 
before entering a burning building. 
Firemen therefore often had dragon 
tattoos.

Screen with dragon
Unkoku Tōyō or an unknown artist from 
the Unkoku school
Japan, ca. 1630-1668 or 18th-19th century
Ink, paper and wood
MAS (AE.2005.0029.0001) 

- 34 -
The power of the koi
Koi-shaped banners, known as 
koinobori, decorate Japan on the 
annual Children's Day. They express 
the parents’ wish for their children 
to grow up healthy and strong.

Koi are also a common feature in 
Japanese tattoos. The symbolic 
meaning is the same: as powerful 
as a koi carp swimming against the 
current of a fast-flowing river.

Koi banner
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1930
Cotton, metal and wood
MAS (AE.1953.0013.0092)
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- 35 -
The distant enemy  
The naginata is a kind of halberd. 
Many female warriors relied on this 
weapon in a fight. It allowed you to 
remain more distant from your op-
ponent. The idea of female samurai 
with naginata was probably further 
nurtured and developed by popular 
visual and story culture.

Naginata with sheath (saya)
Unknown
Japan, Edo period (1603-1868)
Iron, steel, wood, lacquer and gold 
powder
MAS (AE.1951.0001.0218.1-2/2)

- 36 -
Deadly heroine
The heroine Kansuke is made of 
mighty stuff. She smiles as she sticks 
a sword in the neck of her terrifying 
attacker. She has removed the 
sleeves of her outer kimono. This 
gives her more room to manoeuvre.  

Colour woodblock print The Woman 
Kansuke from the series Beauty and 
Valour in ‘The Water Margin’
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1866
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0038.1-4/4)

or

Female warriors   

Japanese history and literature are filled with female warriors who 
fight to defend their beliefs, their lover and their family. The most 
famous female samurai is undoubtedly Tomoe Gozen (1157?–1247), 
who followed her master and lover onto the battlefield and became 
one of his key commanders. 

Japanese pop culture also features a good number of women warriors. 
These heroines play starring roles in a variety of manga and anime, such 
as Cardcaptor Sakura and Madoka Magica, popular series in the magical 
girls genre, mahō shōjo. Don't be deceived by their girlish appearance: 
they may look endearing, but above all they are strong as steel.
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Yatsushiro and her wolf
Yatsushiro was married to a servant of 
Minamoto no Tametomo (1139-1170), a 
famous samurai. According to the story, 
the fearless Yatsushiro even went to 
battle against an enemy clan when she 
was pregnant. She is also said to have 
saved the life of Tametomo’s daughter. 
Yatsushiro trusted in her wolf Nokaze 
to come to her rescue. 

Colour woodblock print Yatsushiro, the 
wife of Hatchotsubute Kiheiji from the 
series Beauty and Valour in ‘The Water 
Margin’
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1866
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0033.1-3/3)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 37 -
The fifteen most famous female 
warriors
The triptych Overview of Heroines 
from Ancient Japan is an example of 
how female warriors were honou-
red. Each panel shows five historic 
heroines. For example, on the right 
at the top you can see the legen-
dary samurai Tomoe Gozen from the 
12th century. The story goes that 
she proved herself to be a warrior 
who was ‘worth a thousand men’.

Triptych of colour woodblock prints 
Overview of Heroines from Ancient 
Japan
Utagawa Kunisada

Japan, ca. 1840 (reproduction)
Ink and pigment on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-1353-1543-a, RV-1353-1543-b and  
RV-1353-1543-c)

- 38 -
School girl with superpowers
One of Japan's most popular warri-
ors is the blonde girl Sailor Moon. In 
her spare time, she joins her friends 
in saving the world from evil. She is 
a real phenomenon in Japan and can 
be seen on a wide range of products.

In the 1990s, the translated 
manga and anime caused a big 
breakthrough in the United States. 

Original Sailor Moon anime cels
Story and drawings by Takeuchi Naoko
Japan, 1992-1997
Acrylic paint on cellulose acetate
Private lender

Diverse Sailor Moon merchandise: 
figure, key ring, soap and make-up 
Japan, post-1992
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-2638, R-2639, R-2643 and R-2644)
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- 39 -
Fighting games  
Pow, kick, woosh, crush and smash: that's what fighting games like Mortal Kom-
bat, Tekken and Street Fighter are all about. In the 1990s, these large franchi-
ses were a source of global adrenalin and finger cramp in homes, gaming halls 
and during official e-sports tournaments. Finish him!

These pieces were made to promote the release of Street Fighter IV in 2008. 

Characters Chun-Li, Akuma, Ryu and Ken
Capcom 
Japan, 2008 (authorised reproductions, via Cook & Becker gallery)
Digital drawings on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-2676, R-2677, 
R-2678 and R-2679)

- 40 -
Extraterrestrial warrior on Earth
Son Goku is the main character in the world-famous Dragon Ball series. He is a 
Saiyan, an extraterrestrial humanoid warrior who grows up on Earth.

For years, he trains himself to control his supernatural powers, in order to 
become the greatest warrior on Earth. When evil characters plan to destroy 
the universe, he sacrifices himself to protect the earth.

Studio model drawings (young Goku) and drawings for anime cels (adult Goku)
Toei Animation, based on a design by Toriyama Akira
Japan, 1986-1996
Pencil, ink and pigment on paper
Private lender
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One thousand years of craftsmanship – From old 
masters to modern mass production

The similarities between the old masters and modern illustrators 
are striking…

But are those old prints and scroll paintings really the direct fore-
runners of manga and anime? The answer is: no, not really, because 
American comics and cartoons were also a major source of inspira-
tion for early manga and anime.

However, it is an indisputable fact that many techniques and visual 
tricks that have been used for centuries are still used by modern 
mangaka (illustrators) and animators. In this sense, today’s crafts-
men and -women are standing on the shoulders of giants.

3
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Layout and visualisation 

How to divide up an empty page? Where to position the image, and the 
text, and what to leave empty? 

Japan has a long tradition of visual narrative, in which a complete story 
is depicted on the page. The combination of text and image also goes 
back many years. Nevertheless, modern manga would not have come 
about had it not been for American and European influences.

Illustrators can choose from endless possibilities and variations when it 
comes to visualisation, layout and the positioning of speech and thoughts.

Illustration as a skill and a craft

The work of a good illustrator is always in demand. But achieving just 
the right line is a true skill, and a challenge. 

Both the print designers of the 19th century and the mangaka (manga 
artists) of the 21st spend their days making sketches, designing compo-
sitions and adding details to their drawings. 

Of course every illustration starts with the artist’s creativity, but apart 
from that it is a matter of putting in many hours of work. A combination 
of talent, good training, years of practice and great diligence produces 
the best results.

The outline 

With their clear outlines, Japanese drawings and prints are instantly 
recognisable. This can be seen throughout the history of Japanese 
illustration, from the first millennium to the present day. 

Of course it is also a key feature of manga and anime, though the same 
can be said of comic strips all over the world.
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Imported European perspective

The use of perspective in Japanese illustrations is a good example of 
styles imported from other countries. European drawing and painting 
books were hugely popular in Japan in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

The technique of linear perspective with a central vanishing point was 
new in Japan, but Japanese artists successfully adopted it. Positioning 
larger objects in the foreground also allowed Japanese illustrators to 
enhance the depth of their compositions.

Rapid lines, dynamic poses

One of the characteristics of anime and manga is the speed and dyna-
mism reflected in the drawing style, particularly in the action genres. This 
dynamism can also be seen in books and prints from the 19th century. 

They may not feature the ‘speed lines’ of modern comic strips, but the-
re are some striking similarities. Snapshots of objects flying through the 
image, for example. And poses with curved lines that suggest a charac-
ter in motion. Another visual trick that has been used for a long time is 
depicting a moment just before or just after an action or movement.
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- 41 -
Murder of a geisha
Theatre posters pop up here and 
there in this exhibition. They an-
nounced the theatre programme.

Today’s play comprises three scenes. 
They are visually separated by wavy 
lines. Anyone who was already 
familiar with the story would thus be 
able to follow it. It tells how a thwarted 
admirer kills the geisha Minokichi.

Kabuki theatre poster A Sensational 
Event at the Hachiman Festival during a 
Night with a Full Moon
Unknown
Japan, second half 19th century
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4711)

- 42 -
Exquisite wood
The wood of a line block has to be 
of the finest quality, preferably wild 
cherry. This grows evenly through-
out the year irrespective of season, 
so that its wood is of a consistent 
hardness.

The way the line drawing is cut 
creates a series of ‘ridges’ in the 
wood which provide the outline of 
the design. Thick contours containing 
simple blocks of colour are relatively 
easy to print. That gives prints their 
clear-cut, graphic appearance.

Line block with an illustration of a 
beautiful woman
Unknown
Japan, 19th century
Ink and wood
MAS (AE.6640.1-3)

- 43 -
Scrolls of Frolicking Animals
This is a reproduction of famous 12th- 
and 13th-century drawings on four 
handscrolls. The originals are officially 
national treasures of Japan. The ani-
mals shown on the scrolls behave like 
humans, getting up to all kinds of tricks. 

The drawing style is a very early 
example of working with outlines in 
ink. In this case, the image was not 
coloured with pigments, but with 
grey tints produced by diluting ink.

Chōjū-jinbutsu-giga (Scrolls of Frolicking 
Animals)
Unknown
Japan, 12th-13th century (20th-century 
reproduction)
Ink, paper and wood
MAS (AE.1999.0827.1-2.D)

- 44 -
Thanks for the earthquake!
Following the great earthquake in 
1855, all kinds of prints appeared 
starring a catfish. Indeed, an enor-
mous catfish that lived under Japan 
was said to cause earthquakes. In 
this print, carpenters thank the cat-
fish for giving them plenty of work.

The ‘trumpets’ containing their words 
could be considered to presage the 
manga speech bubbles. However, 
modern speech bubbles did not ap-
pear until later, under the influence 
of European and American cartoons. 

Diptych of colour woodblock prints 
Heavenly Gifts for the Different 
Craftsmen
Unknown
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Japan, 1855-1856
Ink and pigment on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-00-1273 and RV-00-1274)

- 45 -
The adventures of an army dog 
The comical adventures of the black-
and-white army dog Norakuro were 
first published as a comic strip in a 
magazine, and later as a complete 
manga series. He even featured in a 
pre-war anime, and a range of Nora-
kuro merchandise was marketed. 

Norakuro is part of a brigade of dogs 
who fight brigades of other animals. 
Originator, illustrator and pioneer of 
manga Tagawa Suihō drew on his own 
experiences in the imperial army for 
inspiration. 

Comic strip Norakuro
Tagawa Suihō 
Japan, 1938 (reprint)
Ink on paper
Private lender

- 46 -
First speech bubble
After America coerced Japan into 
opening its borders to international 
trade in 1854, it was soon exposed 
to a deluge of foreign influences. 
British illustrator Charles Wirgman 
published the first monthly magazine: 
Japan Punch.

He also used speech bubbles in his 
cartoons. It is generally assumed that 
this is the origin of the speech bubble 
as used in Japan today.

Magazine (printed with woodblocks) 
Japan Punch
Charles Wirgman 
Japan, 1875-1876
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(TM-749-18-TT)
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- 47 -
Dragon Ball’s Vegeta in his space 
pod
Much work was required to make an 
anime. For each second of film, an 
average of 12 cels were needed.

A sketch was developed into a line 
drawing in which the colours were in-
dicated. Then the black contour lines 
were traced onto cels. The colours 
were added on the reverse by hand. 
Separate cels were made for char-
acters and backgrounds, which were 
superimposed to shoot the film.

Original drawings Dragon Ball
Toei Animation, based on a design by 
Toriyama Akira
Japan, 1986-1996
Pencil on paper
Private lender

- 48 -
One second, twelve drawings
Mazinger Z was the first mecha, a 
manga or anime series in which giant 
robots are controlled from a cockpit 
in the head or torso.

Here you can see how the prepara-
tory drawing is made for an anime 
cel. There were usually twelve cels 
per second of moving image. This 
meant a whole studio of expert 
illustrators was required to make an 
anime series. 

Original drawings Mazinger Z
Toei Animation, based on a design by 
Nagai Gō
Japan, 1972-1974
Pencil on paper
Private lender

- 49 -
Archer on balcony
A warrior draws back his bow and 
arrow and takes aim. The illustrator 
has clearly experimented with differ-
ent positions for the bow, in order to 
make the composition as dynamic as 
possible. The curve in the scabbard 
protruding behind the archer helps 
create tension. 

This ink sketch is drawn with loose 
brushstrokes. This is the first step in 
the process of designing a woodcut.

Sketch of an archer
Attributed to Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, ca. 1840-1861
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-3513-627)

- 50 -
Popular drawings
Around 1800, Kitao Masayoshi made 
his name with a simplified style of 
drawing. He drew many of these 
sketches with a single line, without 
lifting his brush from the paper. 
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He brought his figures to life by ex-
perimenting with flowing, curved lines 
– first thick, then thin. The drawings 
were so popular that entire volumes 
of sketches were published.  

Drawing of different figures
Kitao Masayoshi
Japan, ca. 1795-1800
Ink and pigment on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-3513-1799)

- 51 -
Announcement for Jet King
In this rare, hand drawn illustration 
from the ‘god of manga’ himself, one 
can see the process of creating 
manga before the advent of digital 
illustration. The text was printed 
separately, then cut out and pasted 
onto the image by hand. 

The artist refers to his own work, 
with characters appearing to 
emerge from the manga book.  
There is even a cameo of Tezuka 
himself – the character in the back-
ground wearing glasses and a black 
beret.

Drawing with announcement for Jet King
Tezuka Osamu
Japan, 1959
Ink on paper
Private lender

- 52 -
Heidi from Japan
Few of us are aware that the car-
toon about Heidi, the girl from the 
Alps, was made in Japan. In these 

designs, drawn in simple elegant 
contours, the principal draughtsman 
Kotabe Yōichi indicated the forms 
for his team.

Team members included Miyazaki 
Hayao and Takahata Isao, who went 
on to found Studio Ghibli. Kotabe 
later made his name at Nintendo, de-
signing the characters in Super Mario. 

Original drawings Heidi
Kotabe Yōichi
Japan, 1974
Pencil on paper
Private lender

- 53 -
Proof print
The majority of Japanese prints 
are woodblock prints: a design is 
transferred to a printing block, and 
carefully chiselled out by a block 
carver. The basis is a line block used 
to print the outline.

Separate colour blocks are required 
to print colours. Before these are cut,  
a proof of the outline first has to 
be printed. It is rare for an example 
such as this to survive.

Proof print of a beautiful woman
Kitagawa Utamaro
Japan, ca. 1800
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-1327-271)

 - 54 -
Fighting as they fall into the abyss
Two samurai continue fighting as they 
roll from a steep cliff. This print is a 
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tribute to the honourable wartime 
service of the fearless Katō Kiyo-
masa in the Battle of Shizugatake in 
1583. The young Kiyomasa acquired 
his fame there as one of the ‘seven 
spears of Shizugatake’, the seven 
most important generals serving 
commander Toyotomi Hideyoshi.

Colour woodblock print The Honourable 
Wartime Service of Katō Kiyomasa 
in the Battle of Shizugatake from the 
series Gekkō's Essays
Ogata Gekkō
Japan, 1897
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0008)

or

Nocturnal attack
The story of the 47 rōnin, warriors 
orphaned after their master's death, 
is covered here several times. This is 
where the group of samurai attacks 
the mansion of the guilty party, Kira 
Yoshinaka (1641-1703). He pays for it 
with his life.

The rōnin, in their black and white 
haori or overcoats, can lose no time. 
They clamber up and slide from the 
roofs, straight to their target.

Colour woodblock print, part of the 
triptych The Loyal Retainers Achieve 
Their Goal
Utagawa Sadahide
Japan, 1847-1852
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4663)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 55 -
Princess Mononoke
Miyazaki Hayao is Japan's most 
famous animator and one of the 
world's best-loved filmmakers. He is 
also a screenwriter, director, pro-
ducer and founder of Studio Ghibli, 
which many believe to be the best 
animation studio in the world.

It is said that 144,000 cels were 
required to produce the eco-epos 
Princess Mononoke. Almost every 
one of them was illustrated and 
coloured by hand, which sent the 
production costs sky high.

Original anime cel Princess Mononoke
Studio Ghibli, based on a design by 
Miyazaki Hayao
Japan, 1997
Acrylic paint on cellulose acetate
Joost Backaert

- 56 -
Porco Rosso
On average, twelve drawings are 
needed for a single second of 
animation. When played rapidly in 
succession, they suggest a flowing 
movement.

In the pre-digital era, anime was 
made with cels, transparent sheets 
on which loose frames were painted. 
First the (usually black) outlines were 
drawn; and then colour sections 
were added with acrylic paint. The 
Japanese animation industry only 
switched to computer animation in 
the late 20th century. 
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Original anime cel Porco Rosso 
Studio Ghibli, based on a design by 
Miyazaki Hayao
Japan, 1992
Acrylic paint on cellulose acetate
Joost Backaert

- 57 -
By the throat
This sketch shows a decisive mo-
ment in a fight between two men. 
The lines on the faces betray the 
fact that these are kabuki actors, 
who wear this style of make-up. 
The man with the sword stands 
firm, but the other stumbles due to 
the force with which his opponent 
seizes him. In the top left, slightly 
rotated, the artist has also drawn a 
sketch of an actor’s face

Sketch of a fighting scene 
Attributed to Utagawa Kuniyoshi
Japan, ca. 1840-1861
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-3513-616)

- 58 -
Final blow?
There are various ways to suggest 
speed in a drawing. Generally, the 
moment just before or just after 
an action is depicted. Here we see 
the moment just before; the winning 
warrior raises his sword to strike 
the final blow. If only his opponent 
would just lie still….
Paper was expensive. Here you can 
clearly see how both sides were 
used for sketching.

Sketch of a fighting scene
Unknown
Japan, 19th century
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-3513-1202)

- 59 -
Hokusai’s hand? 
Katsushika Hokusai is probably 
Japan's best-known artist. This scroll 
painting is presumed to be his. If 
so, it gives us a rare insight into the 
draftsmanship of the artist.
After all, a scroll painting like this was 
made without the help of apprentices, 
block carvers or printers. Which is 
the case with prints. 

Scroll painting with old man dressed as 
a pilgrim 
Signed: Manji, the old man who adores 
painting, formerly known as Hokusai 
Ink, paper and silk
Japan, presumed ca. 1830-1849
MAS (AE.1966.0042.0050)

- 60 -
Sense of movement
Two characters from The Water 
Margin in a fight. Here, Katsushika 
Hokusai illustrates a popular Japa-
nese translation of this story. 

The feeling of movement is so pro-
nounced because the image shows 
the moment right after the throw. 
Torsion is created by the poses of 
the two men, as they bend inwards 
towards each other. This illustration 
is fairly detailed; it even includes 
the text.
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Drawing of a fighting scene
Katsushika Hokusai 
Japan, ca. 1830
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands 

- 61 -
The living king of Hell
Katsuenra Genshōshichi (Ruan Xiaoqi) 
is a hero in the Chinese novel The 
Water Margin. His nickname, the ‘living 
king of Hell’, is due to his striking ap-
pearance, with bulging eyes and dark 
patches on his face.

This is where the hero pulls a tiger 
skin over his shoulder at full speed 
to protect himself from a shower of 
arrows. 

Colour woodblock print Katsuenra 
Genshōshichi in a Boat, Taking Cover 
from Arrows under a Tiger Skin from 
the series 108 Heroes of the Popular 
‘Water Margin’
Utagawa Kuniyoshi
Japan, 1827-1830
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.02095)

or

General chaos
Konseimao Hanzui (Fan Rui), a terrifying 
yet righteous gang leader, is a fictional 
hero from The Water Margin. He is 
nicknamed the ‘demon king of chaos’.

Utagawa Kuniyoshi is successful in 
translating the chaos in his illustration 
of the bandit: a whirlwind of stones, 
flying demons and a rearing horse 
create a dynamic feeling.

Colour woodblock print Konseimao 
Hanzui from the series 108 Heroes of 
the Popular ‘Water Margin’
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, 1827-1830
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.02083)

or

Shower of arrows  
This samurai tries to take cover 
from a shower of almost inescapable 
arrows. He has wrapped the lifeless 
body of his comrade in arms around 
him for protection.
Several arrows are shown in full 
flight. In this way the artist is able to 
portray movement. 

Colour woodblock print The Last Stand 
of the Kusunoki Heroes at Shijō-Nawate

Utagawa Kuniyoshi
Japan, ca. 1851-1852
Ink and pigment on paper 
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.07119)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 62 -
Speed and movement
This print was the left sheet in a 
triptych. The whole picture displayed a 
hunting scene on Mount Katsuragi. Em-
peror Yūryaku (418-479) is attacked 
by a terrifying warthog, but powerfully 
kicks away the tumbling animal. A flurry 
of autumn leaves brings movement and 
speed to the scene.
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Colour woodblock print, part of the 
triptych Emperor Yūryaku, the 22nd 
Emperor from the series A Brief Illus-
trated History of Great Japan
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1879
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0009)

or

Flurry of dust clouds
Disgruntled former samurai from the 
Satsuma domain, led by Saigō Taka-
mori, rebelled against the Japanese 
government in 1877. This battle near 
the city of Takase took place at the 
very start of the rebellion. A flurry of 
dust clouds and figures in mid-action 
create a sense of speed in this print.
Colour woodblock print, part of the trip-
tych The Great March on Takaseguchi
Kobayashi Eitaku
Japan, 1877
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4622)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 63 -
Procession in perspective
In 1868, the newly-crowned Emperor 
Meiji and his followers travel from 
the imperial capital, Kyoto, to the 
new capital of Tokyo, previously the 
headquarters of the shogun and the 
military regime.
In the background the procession 
passes the gate of the Zōjō-ji 
Temple. The composition uses the 

Western line perspective, with the 
vanishing point bottom left.
Colour woodblock print The District 
of Shibadaimon from the series Twelve 
Views of Tokyo
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1868
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4692)

or

Sunset over Lake Sai
We see Lake Sai in Yamanashi Prefec-
ture. Tsuchiya Koitsu was a member 
of the shin-hanga movement. He 
blew new life into the art of wood-
block printing in 20th-century Japan, 
allowing innovation, such as 3D and a 
realistic use of space.
Koitsu also used another tried and 
tested technique: reinforcing the 
sense of depth by placing a large 
object in the foreground. The tree in 
the foreground appears close, while 
Mount Fuji seems distant.

Colour woodblock print Lake Sai 
Sunset
Tsuchiya Koitsu 
Japan, 1938
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0010)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 64 -
Temple in the snow
This idyllic winter scene shows the 
snowy Tōeizan Temple in Tokyo. This 
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was later destroyed in a battle. The 
pagoda, which can be glimpsed at 
the back on the right, is all that now 
remains.

The artist creates a smart sense of 
perspective by focusing on part of 
the temple construction in the fore-
ground. 

Colour woodblock print The Tōeizan 
Temple at Ueno from the series Famous 
Places in Edo
Utagawa Hiroshige
Japan, 1858
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0037)

or

Parade in perspective  
This perspective is hardly realistic. 
However, the high angle makes it 
look as if the parade is marching in 
from a long way off. 

This is a procession of daimyō, or 
lords, towards Edo, modern Tokyo, 
where the shogunate had its head-
quarters. The daimyō alternated 
their time, with a year on their 
domain and a year in Edo, while their 
wives and children were required to 
live permanently in the capital. 

Colour woodblock print The Tōkaidō 
Road: Cattle Sheds at Takanawa
Kawanabe Kyōsai
Japan, 1863
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1997.0041.0036)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 65 -
Horse pasture
Only a short distance from Tokyo 
were the great plains of Kogane, 
a horse pasture controlled by the 
shogunate, the military government. 
The grazing horse in the foreground 
appears very imposing.

Mount Fuji can be seen on the 
horizon. It is shown much smaller 
than the horse. In this way the artist 
creates a great sense of depth.

Colour woodblock print Kogane Plains 
in Shimōsa Province from the series 
Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji
Utagawa Hiroshige
Japan, 1858
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4660)

or

Sense of depth
Following their leader, Sue Harukata, 
members of the Ōuchi clan go to 
war with the Mōri clan in the Battle 
of Miyajima (1555). Mōri Motonari 
wanted to avenge the death of the 
former Ōuchi ringleader. The pow-
er-hungry Harukata had forced him 
to commit suicide.

The composition follows the West-
ern line perspective, with the vanish-
ing point at the back on the left. The 
sense of depth is reinforced by the 
difference in the size of the char-
acters: large in the foreground and 
small in the background.
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Colour woodblock print, part of the 
triptych Sue Harukata’s Troops Leave 
Miyajima during the Rebellion of the 
Ōuchi Clan
Utagawa Sadahide
Japan, 1847-1850
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0004)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.
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ANTWERP 

Antwerp and Japan, eyes on each other

There's no doubt that Antwerp is home to many fans of anime and 
manga. However, there were already people following Japanese art 
and visual culture in the late 19th century.

Antwerp Japanophiles gathered impressive collections in this period. 
Some shared their passion with the public through exhibitions, or 
found inspiration for their own artistic creations in Japanese art. 
Japanese art in the port city was also a great influence on how 
those living in Antwerp imagined Japan to be. Only very few got 
the chance to actually go there. 

Meanwhile, shortly after the turn of the century, the illustrated 
Japanese translation of the British novella A Dog of Flanders 
shaped the Japanese view of Antwerp. The story ended up being 
a real phenomenon.
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Elskamp, poet and pioneering collector

The poet and graphic artist Max Elskamp (1862-1931) was one of the 
pioneering collectors of Japanese art in late 19th-century Antwerp. 

As secretary of the Antwerp Association pour l’Art, Elskamp made sure 
that Japanese woodblock prints were on display at two of the associa-
tion's exhibitions. 

Famous print artists also feature in Elskamp's personal Japanese collec-
tion. That collection, which he left to the City of Antwerp, is now part 
of the MAS collection. You can therefore find items that once belonged 
to this Japonist from Antwerp in Cool Japan. 

- 66 -
The transient body 
In the early 1890s, Elskamp bought 
this remarkable series of Buddhist 
paintings. The paintings and the 
accompanying verses in classical 
Chinese once helped monks in their 
meditation.

The illustrations show the gradual  
decomposition of a young noble-
woman's dead body. In this way, the 
series emphasises the transient nature 
of the body. Only the soul remains. 

The nine poems are written in Clas-
sical Chinese, and the epilogue is in 
Japanese. The Dutch translation is by 
Charles Willemen.

First contemplation
The newly departed

Her accustomed colour in everyday 
life has faded during her illness, and 

her fragrant body, as if asleep, has 
the appearance of somebody who 
has just passed away. Loved ones 
and friends of old are left behind 
and are still here, but whereto has 
her soul at dusk flown away?

We see flowers that suddenly 
wither during the third month of 
spring and the leaf of life easily falls 
at a certain moment in autumn. Old 
age and youth really have no fixed 
boundaries. What comes later and 
what comes earlier are hard to get 
away from, whether fast or slow.

Second contemplation
The swollen belly

It is difficult to say the name of the 
newly departed with swollen belly. It 
only appears after seven days. Her 
pretty complexion becomes sallow 
and loses its beauty. First her black 
hair falls out and the hairs attach 
themselves to the roots of the grass.

– ANTWERP –
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Her six intestines putrefy in what 
remains of the coffin and her four 
limbs, swollen and straight, are lying 
on the open plain. It is quiet on the 
open plain. Nobody accompanies 
her and alone she follows the road 
leading to Hades. Her soul is there.

Third contemplation
Blood-smeared

Her bones broken and her flesh to 
pieces she stays in the Northern 
Mang. Her appearance has changed 
inconceivably. Her rotted skin has 
come loose and shows a deep 
purplish blue colour. Purulent blood 
suddenly flows. It leads to the pu-
trefaction of her intestines.

The world is unstable and appears 
and disappears like the sun. The 
body is impure. This becomes 
evident at this moment. From here 
relatives and friends have gone into 
the void. The soughing gusts of wind 
and the cool breeze seem to ask 
for clothing.

Fourth contemplation
Confused

Although washed by rinsing it with 
the waters of the sea, how could it 
be pure when reflecting on its con-
fusion? White worms are wriggling 
darkly in her body. How numerous 
do the bluebottle flies fester on her 
flesh!

The wind carries the stench over a 
distance of two or three miles, and 
the moon shines upon her naked 
corpse during four or five watches. 

How sad are the new and old bones 
near the brushwood! As the years 
go by, one no longer knows their 
names.

Fifth contemplation
Devoured

On the wide plains people are 
scarce. What is there? Wild beasts 
fighting for the corpse cannot be 
kept off. In the morning one sees 
the form of the swollen and rotting 
belly. In the evening one hears the 
howling of the tigers and wolves 
devouring it.

Hungry dogs bark and destroy 
the piled up earth. Greedy birds 
flock together after having left the 
woods of their villages. The high 
expectations of present-day life are 
a dream among dreams. Should one 
not be ashamed of it?

Sixth contemplation
Blue-black

How depressing is it at the accumu-
lated old graves! All colour has gone, 
but the joints remain linked. When 
the year is young the remaining flesh 
lies on the grass of spring. How 
blue-black are the remains of the 
skin in the evening wind!

On the places washed clean by the 
continuous autumn rains the bones 
are slowly uncovered. When once 
the morning sun will shine, it will 
pierce the skulls. These elements 
make them be wild things. Alas! For 
many kalpas they are sunk in the 
Yellow Springs.
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Seventh contemplation
The remaining together of the white 
bones (this painting is missing)

Before one fundament decays, it is 
very rotten, but when the five limbs 
are opposed to each other, they 
destroy this body. A wine jar, emp-
ty and broken, still lies next to her 
pillow, and her threadbare clothes, 
just tidied away, decay to dust.

In former times she was a woman 
with a pink face who had gone to 
the imperial court. Now she is a per-
son with white bones on the open 
plain. Whilst clouds and rain darken 
the moon above the plain, weeping 
people are keeping watch the whole 
night over the spirit of her corpse.

Eighth contemplation
The scattering of the bones

Creeping herbs finally tie up her 
bones, although they are lonely 
and scattered. Scattered there and 
abandoned here, they are hard to 
find even when one is looking for 
them. Separated, nails and hair fill 
the open plain and the skull is rotting 
at the edge of a rock.

On rainy evenings, when it is cloudy 
in the west, it rots year after year. 
In stormy weather, when it is dark 
in the east, it everywhere goes to 
ruin. Suddenly it becomes earth on 
the plain of the Dragon Gate. One 
does not know to whom, disgraced 
or honoured, the coffin formerly 
belonged.

Ninth contemplation
The old graves

The five aggregates may by nature 
all be empty, in their course and at 
their end, during their whole life one 
loves this person. Remaining at the 
burial mound, the mysterious soul 
flies in the moonlight of the night 
and having left the corpse the igno-
rant soul rustles in the autumn wind.

The name remains, without form, at 
the edge of the pine-clad hills. The 
bones turn to ashes in the grassy 
marsh. The inscriptions on the 
stones are obliterated and indistinct. 
At the graves of the ancients, tears 
redden the eyes.

The nine contemplations on the impurity 
of the human body
Morishige Kinugasa or a copy by an 
unknown artist from the late Edo period
Japan, ca. 1673-ca. 1680 or second half of 
the 18th century-1868 
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4552 or reproductions)

These paper objects will be replaced 
with reproductions after three months. 
This is necessary for their conservation.
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- 67 -
Diorama with Nello and Patrasche
These prints are from Japanese 
kamishibai theatre. Kamishibai narra-
tors set up a diorama in a good spot 
on a street corner. They pushed 
pictures illustrating the story inside. 
Kamishibai was very popular in Japan 
before the rise of television. This 
type of theatre provided some dis-
traction during the early post-war 
period, the first difficult years after 
the Second World War.

These pieces, portraying the story 
of Nello and Patrasche, date back to 
the early 1950s.

Kamishibai prints A Dog of Flanders
Unknown
Japan, 1952
Ink on paper
From the A Dog of Flanders collection of 
Didier Volckaert

Nello and Patrasche   

The novella A Dog of Flanders by the British novelist Ouida was 
published in 1872. She wrote it during a trip to Belgium. It became 
incredibly popular in Japan due to an anime series.

As a dog lover, Ouida was upset when she discovered that dogs 
were considered beasts of burden in Belgium. She wished to oppose 
this practice with her novella about the poor farm boy Nello and his 
faithful dog Patrasche. The novella takes place in and around Antwerp.

In 1908, the work was translated into Japanese. The story reached the 
peak of its popularity in 1975. This was due to the anime series from 
the studio Nippon Animation Co. Ltd., directed by Kuroda Yoshio. The 
series ended up being an unbelievable hit in Japan. The makers showed 
courage in remaining faithful to the sad ending of the original version. 
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ESSENCE

Is there such a thing as ‘Japanese design’?

Simple and perfect, pure and essential: these are qualities that many 
people associate with Japan and Japanese design. They often cite 
Zen gardens and tea ceremonies too.

 Yet is there really such a thing as typical Japanese design? And is 
it really so minimalistic? That Japan also produces loud, boisterous 
designs is evident from the other displays in this exhibition.

Designers around the world draw inspiration from Japanese tech-
niques, products and designs. In this room we show some exam-
ples from leading fashion designers in Belgium who were inspired 
by Japan. We also present historic and contemporary product 
design from Japan itself. What looks ‘typically Japanese’ to you?

5
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‘Typically Japanese’ isn’t always  from Japan

Plain colours, elegantly minimalist designs, skilled use of natural materials 
and respect for centuries-old traditions: these are the key features of 
Japanese product design. But this can equally be said of design from 
other places, such as Scandinavia. ‘Typically Japanese’ has become a 
visual domain that no longer ends at the Japanese border.

- 68 -
Shizuku (Droplet) sake bowl
This dish is made of lacquer, though 
it has not been made according to 
the traditional technique. The object 
consists entirely of lacquer. Its 
shape is therefore not dictated by a 
wooden base, leaving the designer 
free to make the familiar sake bowl, 
or sakazuki, exceptionally thin. 

The imperfect shape is consistent 
with the aesthetic ideal of asym-
metry that is regarded as typically 
Japanese.

Shizuku sake bowl
Japan, Bluevox!
2015
Lacquer
Oxenaar Ophuis

- 69 -
Espresso cup
Lacquer is a tough material that can 
hold water and withstand heat. It is 
ideal for serving hot miso soup, but 
it can equally be used for a fresh-
ly-made espresso. Designer Takumi 
Shimamura uses ancient techniques 
for contemporary purposes. The 
natural grain of the zelkova wood 
provides a nice contrast with the 
smooth surface of the lacquer.

Espresso cup
Takumi Shimamura
Japan, 2016
Wood and lacquer
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-2648)
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- 70 -
Krenit bowl
This bowl with its simple lines and the 
colours black and red resembles the 
bowls in which miso soup is served. 
Yet, the bowl did not originate in 
Japan. The design dates to 1953 and 
was penned by the Danish material 
researcher and designer Herbert 
Krenchel. He developed the shape as 
well as the black material, krenit. That 
is asbestos-free eternit, named after 
Krenchel. The Krenit series consists 
of bowl in various sizes and a jug.

Krenit bowl 
Herbert Krenchel, reissue Normann 
Copenhagen
Denmark, 2016
Metal, krenit and enamel paint
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-2703)
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Recognisably Japanese: motifs and materials

What makes an object recognisably Japanese? Often it is the choice 
of material, motifs and patterns. 

Objects made of bamboo, lacquer and porcelain are often associated 
with Japan. So too utensils decorated with repeated patterns, such as 
geometrical motifs based on stylised forms borrowed from nature.

Apart from light and dark contrasts, colour combinations also evoke 
familiar Japanese style – whether or not an object actually originated  
in Japan. The fascination for Japanese design has resulted in the 
spread of ‘typically Japanese’ materials and decorative elements 
around the world.

- 71 -
Bouillon jug
Lacquer is available in all kinds of col-
ours. It is sometimes inlaid with moth-
er-of-pearl, eggshell or gold leaf, for 
example. Gold lacquer or powdered 
precious metals of varying coarseness 
can be applied as highlights. Or the 
object can be left unadorned. Good 
wine needs no bush, after all, and 
good bouillon needs no sparkles.

Bouillon jug
Unknown
Japan, late 18th century
Wood and lacquer 
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-360-674) 

- 72 -
Bamboo sake kettle
Bamboo fibres run perfectly par-
allel, so they are ideal for intricate 
weaving. The natural curve of the 
material gives objects a calm ele-
gance. Nowadays bamboo is used all 
over the world to make all kinds of 
products. The unflagging popularity 
of bamboo in Japan is probably why 
this material is strongly associated 
with Japanese design.

Sake kettle
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1820 
Bamboo, wood, lacquer and copper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-360-2046)
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- 73 -
Flower vase
An appropriate flower arrangement 
is often part of the decor of a tea 
ceremony room. The Japanese term 
for the art of flower arranging is 
ikebana. Apart from the choice of 
flowers and blossoming branches, the 
vase, basket or holder in which the 
flower arrangement is displayed also 
contributes to the effect. 

Flower vase
Unknown
Japan, 1820s
Bamboo
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-360-4824)

- 74 -
Rice bowl with lid and plate
This bowl with a subtle honeycomb 
pattern, ohitsu, is used to serve 
cooked rice. It is claimed that its natu-
ral materials extend the life of cooked 
rice at room temperature.

However, you do not eat directly 
from this bowl. A plate, such as the 
displayed sober model in wood and 
lacquer, is therefore rather handy!

Rice bowl with lid
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1920-ca. 1940
Wood and lacquer
MAS (AE.1995.0001.0004.2-3)

- 75 -
Timeless teacup  
The design of this teacup, chawan, 
could hardly be more minimalistic. 

The plain white colour and pure lines 
make this piece of over one hundred 
years old quite timeless. 

With no decoration whatsoever, this 
small bowl embodies the concept of 
simplicity, purity and essence. Many 
people associate this with Japanese 
aesthetics. 

Teacup
Unknown
Japan, last quarter of the 19th century
Porcelain
MAS (AE.5081)

- 76 -
Chest with hand mirror
This small chest contains a beau-
tifully decorated bronze hand 
mirror, but the chest itself is just 
as attractive. The motif of stylised 
hollyhocks, aoi, in gold powder 
immediately draws the attention. 

The hollyhock was the crest of the 
Tokugawa clan. Members of this 
family ruled as military dictators, 
shogun, between 1603 and 1867. 

Mirror and chest with hollyhock motif 
Unknown
Japan, second half 19th century
Bronze, bamboo, wood, lacquer and gold 
powder
MAS (AE.1966.0042.0044)
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- 77 -
Bowl and saucer
Porcelain was imported from China 
in large quantities, but it was also 
made in Japan. Porcelain from Hirado 
in southern Japan was very fine and 
delicate. 

The pattern is stylised hemp, as-
anoha, interspersed with patches 
of white. Stylised chrysanthemum 
flowers, kiku, have also been added. 
The chrysanthemum features in the 
imperial seal.

Cup and saucer with hemp and 
chrysanthemum motif
Unknown
Japan, 1820s
Hirado porcelain with blue underglaze
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-1-571 and RV-1-571-B)

- 78 -
An imperial gift
This sake bowl, sakazuki, has no 
repetitive motif. Instead, a single, cen-
tral stylised image of a chrysanthe-
mum, kiku, grabs our attention. This 
illustrates perseverance and is the 
crest of the Japanese imperial family.

Art historian Jan Van der Stock 
received the bowl as a present after 
giving the imperial couple a tour of 
an exhibition that he curated. An 
imperial gift!

Sake bowl with chrysanthemum
Unknown
Japan, early 1990s 
Wood, lacquer, pigment and gold powder 
Jan Van der Stock

- 79 -
Ainu coat with motif
This is not a kimono, but an Ainu 
coat, attus. These were generally 
used for formal occasions. The Ainu 
live in Hokkaidō, the furthest north 
of the four large Japanese islands. 
During the Meiji period (1868-1912) 
they were forced into assimilation. 
This meant that many lost the sense 
of their cultural heritage. A small 
group still identifies itself as Ainu.

The bracket-like or bell-shaped 
motif is called ayut. According to the 
Ainu it has the power to resist evil. 

Attus with ayut motif
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1880
Cotton and tree fibres
MAS (AE.1958.0019.0022)
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Innovative fashion from Japan

Three progressive Japanese designers unleashed a revolution on the 
catwalks of Paris in the early 1980s…

Rei Kawakubo from the brand Comme des Garçons, Yohji Yamamoto 
and Issey Miyake have had a lasting impact on the fashion world. They 
sought to take clothes back to their essence by using muted colours 
and removing all embellishments.

The clothes designed by the Japanese avant-garde were often unisex 
and hid the contours of the body. They were also typically made of 
fairly coarse fabrics and were frequently asymmetrical.  

- 80 -
Coat by Comme des Garçons
Rei Kawakubo founded the fashion 
label Comme des Garçons. Her work 
is often gender neutral. Her women’s 
clothes are baggy and oversized, 
rather than tailored. The coarse 
fabrics reinforce that sensation.

This coat is no exception. Nonet-
heless, here Kawakubo chooses a 
typical female element, a corset, 
across the bust. In this way she cre-
ates contrast.

Coat with corset 
Comme des Garçons
Japan, autumn/winter 2001-2002 
Wool
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T03-258ABC)

- 81 -
Coat by Comme des Garçons
Rei Kawakubo appears to take inspi-
ration from menswear for the top 
half of this coat. The heavy fabric 
and striking large collar are in strong 
contrast with the frivolous oran-
ge-red lace strips and lighter fabric 
on the underside. A belt emphasizes 
the waist, but otherwise the coat is 
clearly oversized. 

Coat with lace strips
Comme des Garçons
Japan, autumn/winter 2001-2002
Artificial fibre with embroidery and 
quilting
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T03-259ABC)
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- 82 -
Outfit by Ann Demeulemeester
A basic principle of Japanese 
aesthetics is to embrace imperfec-
tion or wabi-sabi. The Japanese 
avant-gardists share this insight with 
Ann Demeulemeester, who gradua-
ted from the Antwerp fashion aca-
demy in 1981. They also have their 
love of sober colours in common.

In this ensemble, imperfection is at 
its height in the asymmetrical hem 
of the skirt. With the heavy leather 
and rather roomy fit, this ensemble 
appears to balance on the edge be-
tween men's and women's clothing, 
despite the skirt.

Jacket and skirt with asymmetrical hem
Ann Demeulemeester
Belgium, autumn/winter 2000-2001
Leather
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T00-115 and 
T00-116)

- 83 -
Dress by Issey Miyake
This dress is from the Pleats Please 
line, designed by Issey Miyake as 
from 1988. The pleats were created 
in the fabric after the construction 
of the garment, which is no easy 
task. The plissé effect bears refe-
rence to origami, the Japanese art 
of paper folding. 

The love of imperfection, a basic 
principle of Japanese aesthetics, is 
reflected in the asymmetrical hemli-
ne. The result is a practical and easy 
dress. The non-crease plissé fabric 
is supple and quick-drying.

Pleated dress
Issey Miyake
Japan, 1999
Synthetic fibre with plissé
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T01-100)

- 84 -
Outfit by Yohji Yamamoto
Yohji Yamamoto has a great eye for 
craftsmanship and detail. Above all, 
he makes human fashion that is not 
necessarily perfect. After all, neither 
are people. Also, he never loses 
sight of the overall balance.

Yamamoto has a preference for 
black fabrics. Here he breaks up the 
black with a double white belt. He 
takes his inspiration for the blouse 
from the kimono, a Japanese garment. 

Blouse, top, trousers and belt
Yohji Yamamoto
Japan, spring/summer 2009
Wool, synthetic fibre, tricot, linen, leather 
and metal
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T09-95,  
T09-96, T09-97 and T09-98)

- 85 -
Outfit by Haider Ackermann
The Colombian-born French de-
signer, Haider Ackermann, studied 
fashion design at the Antwerp 
fashion academy. He took elements 
from Japanese style for this ensem-
ble. The red wrap around blouse and 
red sash are a nonchalant translation 
of the kimono with its obi or belt.

His choice of colour is also rather 
Japanese; blue, red and black were 
the first colours besides white to be 
named in Japanese. 
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Blazer, wrap around blouse and skirt 
Haider Ackermann
Japan, spring/summer 2011
Silk, rayon, ramie, leather and cotton
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T11-233,  
T11-234 and T11-235)

or

White ensemble by Haider 
Ackermann
This ensemble by Haider Ackermann, 
who studied at the Antwerp fashion 
academy, is founded on Japanese 
lines. The white outfit bears reference 
to a karate or judo outfit, due to its 
use of colour, shape and belt. The 
striking folding technique featu-
red at the top of the trousers is a 
beautiful reminder of origami, the 
Japanese art of paper folding. 

Jacket, trousers with folding technique 
and belt
Haider Ackermann
Belgium, spring/summer 2013
Linen, silk, rayon, leather and cotton
ModeMuseum Antwerpen (T13-1287,  
T13-1289, T13-1290 and T13-1291)

These outfits are alternated during the 
exhibition. This is necessary for their 
conservation.
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- 86 -
Bamboo pouf
Bamboo is extremely versatile: it is light and strong, yet also pliable 
because the veins run parallel through the stem. All kinds of objects are 
made of bamboo, including these poufs. They are woven in an irregular 
pattern known as yatara. The combination of material and shape makes this 
contemporary piece of furniture recognisably Japanese. It is also highly 
functional.

Take a seat!

Pouf
Takemata Nakagawa Chikuzaiten, designed by Kobayashi Shinya, with support from 
Kyoto Prefecture
Japan, 2018
Bamboo and wood
Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3777, R-3778 
and R-3779)
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KAWAII 

Kawaii means cute. Or does it?

Comical fantasy creatures from Nintendo games, girls with huge 
eyes: ‘cute’ or kawaii is one of the most characteristic features of 
Japanese popular culture. But kawaii means more than just cute. It 
also denotes immaturity, helplessness and a gentle nature.

The kawaii culture arose as a protest among girls rebelling against 
the pressure to grow up, work hard and conform to the strict de-
mands of society. Later, the popularity of kawaii brought it great 
commercial success.

Kawaii icons like Hello Kitty gross huge profits in Japan and the 
rest of the world.

6
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Franchises and merchandise: cashing in 

Kawaii is big business. Popular manga become anime, and then feature 
films, TV specials and games: franchising is huge in Japan. Then there 
is the merchandise, in every imaginable form, from cuddly toys and 
collectable figures to place mats and socks: all featuring your favourite 
characters.

Special editions and unique collaborations push sales figures up even 
further. Adults are prepared to pay large sums to buy something that 
reminds them of their childhood (or makes them feel like a child). 

- 88 -
Girls und Panzer 
Girls und Panzer is about girls in tanks. 
This slice of life anime (about daily life) 
illustrates the many themes common 
in the genre, such as high school 
and friendship, but with a twist. The 
main characters in the series attend 
a school where students are trained 

to drive and fight in tanks. Which just 
goes to show that kawaii is not always 
cloyingly cute and cuddly.

Cuddly toys Girls und Panzer
Actas Inc.
Japan, post-2012
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-2661 
and R-2662)

- 87 -
Hello Kitty shoes
In 2009, Lady Gaga wore a sump-
tuous dress consisting entirely of 
Hello Kitty cuddly toys. This was for 
the occasion of Hello Kitty’s 35th 
birthday. The dress was designed by 
GK Reid, a designer from New York. 

He also designed these shoes that 
Lady Gaga put on for a different 

part of the photo shoot. They were 
combined with a sexy outfit fea-
turing fishnet stockings and other 
punk influences. A grown-up side of 
Hello Kitty, exposed by Lady Gaga, 
the style icon of the day.

Hello Kitty shoes
GK Reid
United States, 2009
Diverse materials 
GK Reid
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- 89 -
Kawaii merchandise
Cute Japanese products are sold 
around the world. It started with 
sweet illustrations in Japanese girls’ 
magazines and the first Japanese 
kawaii products by Rune Naito. Soon 
the production of kawaii merchandise 
took off in a big way. Hello Kitty and 
Pikachu, Doraemon and the relaxed 
bear Rilakkuma: they all have their 
own line of merchandise.

These days, kawaii is more than a 
lifestyle: it is a business model.

Kawaii figures, erasers, socks, wallet 
and flight mask
Various designers
Japan, 2017-2018
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3758, R-3759, R-3760, R-3798, R-3799, 
R-3800 and R-3802)

- 90 -
My Melody
The characters marketed by Sanrio – 
the company behind Hello Kitty – are 
popular, cuddly animal characters that 
feature on school paraphernalia, gifts 
and accessories. There are more than 
400 Sanrio characters. 

This one is called My Melody, and her 
favourite hobby is baking cookies with 
her mother. Who could possibly resist 
that?

My Melody place mat
Sanrio
Japan, post-2010

Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3796)

- 91 -
Kawaii lifestyle
The illustrator and designer Rune Naito 
turned kawaii into a lifestyle. Sweet 
illustrations were already common in 
Japanese girls' magazines since the 
1930s. 

From the 1950s, he focused on design-
ing kawaii products for daily use. First 
dolls, but soon followed by the most 
diverse range of cute items. In addi-
tion to his big-eyed girls, Rune is also 
famous for the ‘Rune panda’.

Notebooks and squeegees Rune Naito
Design by Rune Naito
Japan, 2004-2018 
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3791, 
R-3792 and R-3795)

6
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Forerunners of kawaii

The human brain is programmed to find certain things cute and appealing. 
Most of us get a warm, happy feeling when we see babies or young 
animals.

Paintings and woodblock prints of puppies and kittens were already 
being produced in the Edo period (1603-1868). These images clearly 
show that cuteness is not merely a contemporary phenomenon. 

 During the 20th century a typical style of depicting children, and 
particularly girls or shōjo, emerged. Their sweet dress sense, childish 
postures and large eyes were increasingly emphasised.

- 92 -
Darling pet
Cats have not always had a positive 
image in Japan. It was believed that 
they were vindictive and did not cry 
upon the death of Buddha. Even so, 
the girl in this print seems to adore 
her cat. It is clearly enjoying the 
attention. 

Colour woodblock print Looking 
Tiresome: The Appearance of a Virgin 
of the Kansei Era from the series 
Thirty-Two Aspects of Customs and 
Manners
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1888
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4576)

or

Kuniyoshi’s cats
This print was designed by Utagawa 
Kuniyoshi, Japan's greatest cat lover. 
It is claimed that his studio was filled 
with cats. In any case, cats clearly in-
spired his prints. They often appear 
in his designs.

Colour woodblock print Moon at 
Ryōgoku Bridge from the series Noted 
Spots for Moon-Viewing in the Eastern 
Capital
Utagawa Kuniyoshi 
Japan, ca. 1840-ca. 1845
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4672)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.
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- 93 -
Happy New Year!
This print is a surimono. Surimono were 
privately commissioned for special 
occasions. The ball and dog combina-
tion was typical for New Year's.

So this little dog is actually wishing 
you a happy new year. We challenge 
you not to feel happy when you see 
its adorable little head!

Colour woodblock print featuring dog 
and ball
Unknown
Japan, first half of the 19th century
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0022)

or
Dog hero
This is the magician Inuyama Dōsetsu, 
one of eight ‘dog heroes’ in The 
Eight Dog Chronicles. This 19th-cen-
tury epic in 106 volumes tells the 
tale of eight samurai half-brothers. 
They all descend from a dog.

Dōsetsu can hardly be called sweet. 
However, the puppies framing the 
text in the top right corner are 
totally adorable!

Colour woodblock print Warabi Sta-
tion: Inuyama Dōsetsu from the series 
The Sixty-Nine Stations along the 
Kisokaidō 
Utagawa Kuniyoshi
1852
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0017)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 94 -
Kawaii dollies
These dollies are undeniably sweet. 
They do not yet have the big eyes 
that are a feature in children's char-
acters in later manga and anime. It is 
mainly their large round faces with 
chubby cheeks that make them so 
cute.

They are also wearing adorable 
clothes with floral patterns and 
bows. The dollies were clearly meant 
to create a sense of compassion. 

Dolls
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1930
Pigment and papier-mâché
MAS (AE.1953.0013.0199, 
AE.1953.0013.0200, AE.1953.0013.0201 
and AE.1953.0013.0202) 6
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Kawaii art: not entirely innocent

Although the focus on kawaii grew out of a protest against the pressu-
res of Japanese society, the culture of cuteness is itself the subject of 
protest these days.

Contemporary Japanese artists grew up surrounded by an excess of 
kawaii, so the fact that they use the same drawing style need come as 
no surprise. However, their subjects explore deeper issues, such as the 
individual longing to return to childhood, or repressed anger and sadness.

- 95 -
Sleepless Night
Yoshitomo Nara is one of Japan's 
best-known artists. You can see his 
Puff Marshie outside the MAS. His 
fan community is served by a whole 
range of merchandise, from key 
rings to cuddly toys. Fans also give 
him presents in return. Nara has for 
example produced art using cuddly 
toys sent to him.

In addition to merchandise, he also 
produces limited edition artworks, 
such as this one called Sleepless 
Night, the kind of character for 
which Nara is best known: an appar-
ently sweet child, but with a certain 
anger. This little figure is grumpy due 
to lack of sleep.

Sleepless Night
Yoshitomo Nara
Japan, 2007
Epoxy
Private lender 

- 96 -
Puff Marshie’s little sisters
These three small sculptures are 
miniatures of Puff Marshie, the large 
sculpture that stands outside, next 
to the MAS. Similarly to their big 
sister, the girls appear sweet at first.

Those who look carefully, however, 
will discover a touch of bitterness 
around their smile. They are trying 
to conceal their deeper feelings. 
In reality they are angry, hurt or 
disappointed. This contrast is typical 
in the work of Yoshitomo Nara. 

Miniatures of Puff Marshie
Yoshitomo Nara
Japan, 2006
Epoxy
Middelheimmuseum, Antwerp
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Kawaii fashion

The Harajuku district in Tokyo is synonymous with eye-catching street 
fashion. The clothing styles that come from here are instantly recognis-
able as Japanese. The lolita, for example, in all her guises. The decora 
style, featuring lots of small plastic accessories in neon colours, is 
currently very popular.

In the meantime, decora has spread around the world. Even so, it is 
a relatively small subculture. Look in any metro in Tokyo and you will 
seldom see anyone wearing such an outfit. When it comes to street 
fashion, image has triumphed over reality.

- 97 -
Ensemble in decora-style
One of the best-known Harajuku 
street fashionistas, Kurebayashi 
Haruka, put this outfit together for 
the exhibition. It takes insight and 
taste to properly coordinate the 
different elements. An ensemble is 
known as kōde, which is derived from 
‘coordination’.

Kurebayashi-san has many followers on 
social media, 90% of whom live outside 
Japan. She exports her style directly 
from Harajuku: global fascination in 
optima forma.

Decora ensemble
Diverse brands, combined by Kurebayashi 
Haruka
Japan, 2016
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (T-1106)

- 98 -
Kawaii: colour or lifestyle?
The lolita street fashion that emerged 
in the Harajuku neighbourhood of 
Tokyo in the 1980s has become a 
global phenomenon. In Belgium and the 
Netherlands, the style is mainly worn 
at special events. 

Leyla Ummels-Cavusoglu wore this 
Lolita ensemble on several occasions, 
but often also as daily wear. While 
on the whole the colours are not too 
sweet, she still found it very kawaii: 
‘Kawaii is not dominated by pastel col-
ours, but it is above all a lifestyle you 
can express through your outfit.’

Lolita ensemble
Diverse brands: Metamorphose, Emily 
Temple Cute, Suppurate System, Angelic 
Pretty, Millefleurs, Bodyline
Japan, 2005-2017
Diverse materials
Leyla Ummels-Cavusoglu

6
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OBJECT OF LUST 

Sexy or sexist?

Manga, anime and games deal with all kinds of subjects, whether 
real or imaginary. They regularly contain sex and erotic scenes. 
Female characters in particular are often depicted as objects of 
lust, much as in adverts, music videos and films in other countries.

Drawn images allow considerably more scope to portray sex and 
fantasies. From the style of the drawings, these erotic and porno-
graphic scenes are immediately recognisable as Japanese. The 
sexual characters contribute to the global popularity of manga 
and anime, but also cause prejudice and criticism.

In this room examples of mainstream ‘sexy’ objects of lust are 
shown alongside hardcore pornographic productions. The latter 
are no less popular.
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- 99 -
Sexy Robot 
This robot is made of polished alumi-
nium, yet she is elegant and human, 
right down to the beauty spot on her 
chin. Her female curves are strongly 
emphasised.

Hajime Sorayama took his inspiration 
from traditional American pin-up 
girls. His work also provokes thought 
on the future of sexuality between 
humans and machines. This work of 
art may have a soul and personality, 
but her curves certainly make her an 
object of desire.

Sexy Robot
Hajime Sorayama
Japan, 2018
Aluminium and glass
Nanzuka, Tokyo

– OBJECT OF LUST –
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Hentai: sexual fantasy

Pornographic manga, anime and games are known in Japan as hentai.  
This translates literally as ‘perverse’, as in ‘perverse sexual desire’.  
It is above all the enormous range of fantasy in hentai that has 
awakened a global fascination. 

Hentai manga and anime are now also made outside Japan. And so the 
distinctive Japanese erotic genre has spread throughout the world.

- 100 -
Under the counter
Shunga, ‘spring pictures’, are por-
nographic prints from Japan. They 
were banned in 1722, but remained 
popular. The scenes often take place 
in brothels, between courtesans and 
their clients. The focus lies on the 
genitals.

As in hentai manga, illustrations are 
accompanied by explanatory texts. 
These include dialogue, but sexual 
sounds are also described.

Colour woodblock print A courtesan 
and her lover from the illustrated album 
Embracing Ono no Komachi
Kitagawa Utamaro
Japan, 1802
Ink and pigment on paper
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.06331)

or
Colour woodblock print Shinzō and 
her lover from the illustrated album 
Embracing Ono no Komachi
Kitagawa Utamaro
Japan, 1802 
Ink and pigment on paper 
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.06332)

or
Colour woodblock print portraying a 
couple by a screen
Unknown, possibly Keisai Eisen
Japan, 19th century
Ink and pigment on paper 
Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en 
Geschiedenis, Brussels (JP.06335)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.
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- 101 -
Hentai in motion
These uncensored anime cels show 
fragments from two hentai produc-
tions. One belongs to the familiar 
subgenre of tentacle erotica, in 
which tentacles replace the male 
genitalia. 

With the advent of the internet, all 
genres of hentai anime have gained 
in international popularity; it is now 
firmly established as part of the 
international porno industry.

Anime cels with tentacle erotica
Unknown
Japan, post-1990
Acrylic paint on cellulose acetate
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3808 
and R-3809)

- 102 -
Porno made in Japan
Hentai manga are available in ordinary 
comic shops in separate adult sec-
tions. There are various subgenres: 
some feature catgirls (catlike charac-
ters) or bakunyū (women with enor-
mous breasts), or yaoi or boys’ love 
(male homo-erotic genres targeting 
female readers).

Hentai artists include both men and 
women. Public hair and genitals are 
blurred in the explicit and detailed 
sex scenes to comply with Japan’s 
censorship laws.

Hentai-manga
Kobayashi Hiyoko, Kotarō Shono, Komo 
and Hidou Tei
Japan, 2016-2018

Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3815, 
R-3816, R-3817 and R-3818)

Catalogue illustrators
Toranoana
Japan, 2015
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3819)

- 103 -
Never seen before
Manga’s international popularity 
expanded rapidly in the eighties. 
Right from the start, hentai manga 
represented a large slice of this 
export. It was especially successful 
due to its unrestrained depiction 
of nudity and the extensively 
illustrated fantasies. 

Translation is less important 
for these explicit scenes, yet 
translated editions appear regularly. 
Ultra Gash Inferno is a compilation 
of the work of Maruo Suehiro, 
an erotic-grotesque (ero-guro) 
illustrator who combines sex and 
violence: ‘as never seen before in 
European comic strips’, according 
to the blurb on the cover.

Manga Ultra Gash Inferno
Maruo Suehiro
Japan, first publication in 1981  
(version from 2001)
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3820)

7
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- 104 -
American-style nudity
During the American occupation of 
Japan after the Second World War, 
pulp magazines known as kasutori 
became popular. These periodi-
cals showed the female body in an 
American fashion, quite different 
from the Japanese style. 

Women’s bodies became more naked 
and themes more explicit. Women 
increasingly became an object of 
lust. Kasutori, like this edition of Shin 
sesō (A New Zeitgeist), sold in huge 
quantities in ordinary shops. Sales 
died down after the 1950s. How-
ever, the way of portraying naked 
women remained influenced by the 
American style. 

Magazine Shin sesō
Yokota Hiroshi (ed.)
Japan, 1948
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3821)

- 105 -
The viewer as voyeur
This is a fragment from an anime 
series. We see both the original 
drawing and the anime cel (the 
uncoloured black outlines). Two girls 
are trying on clothes. The anime 
viewer gets a glimpse of their under-
wear, and therefore becomes a kind 
of voyeur.  

Anime drawing and cel with girls in the 
changing room
Unknown
Japan, post-1990

Ink on paper and cellulose acetate 
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3810)
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Bulma: sexy or sexist?

Bulma is one of the main characters in the popular Dragon Ball series 
(1984-). She is a teenage girl on a quest to collect all the Dragon Balls. She 
is regularly portrayed as an object of lust. The ‘surreptitious’ glimpse of a 
panty or cleavage in manga and anime is known as fan service. 

Male characters eye Bulma lasciviously. But she is more than just sexy; she 
is also highly intelligent. This is what makes her such a fascinating character, 
watched, admired, bought and imitated worldwide.

- 106 -
Shōnen Jump
The oldest and best-selling manga 
magazine is Weekly Shōnen Jump 
(1968-). Young male readers are the 
target audience. Comedy and action 
are common themes.

As in this edition, it is not without 
its share of erotic scenes and fan 
service. While the plot may not be af-
fected in any way, it pleases the fans.

Magazine Weekly Shōnen Jump
Miura Tadahiro
Japan, 2018
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands 
(R-3814)

- 107 -
Bulma in motion
These original drawings for anime 
cels show Bulma in sexualised scenes. 
The viewer is given regular glimpses 
of Bulma with a plunging neckline or 

in underwear. This kind of fan service 
enables a form of voyeurism on the 
part of the viewer.

In any case, Bulma is far from defence-
less against the actions of the male 
characters in the series. She some-
times tactically exploits her attractive-
ness, but those crossing her bounda-
ries may expect a whack on the head.

Drawings for anime cel Dragon Ball
Toei Animation based on a design by 
Toriyama Akira
Japan, 1986-1989
Ink and pencil on paper
Private lender

- 108 -
A sexy pillow
A dakimakura is a life-size body pillow, 
often printed with sexy characters. 
These lightweight pillows are easy 
to distribute – vacuum packed. This 
encourages global distribution and 
the popularity of these pillows among 
both male and female otaku (fans).

7
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Pillowcases for dakimakura are pro-
duced worldwide. This Bulma  variant 
is from Peru.

Bulma pillow
RevolGraphStore
Peru, 2018
Ink, polyester and cotton
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3807)

- 109 -
Dragon Ball manga with Bulma
The first Dragon Ball manga appeared 
in 1984. The storyline is inspired by 
the 16th-century Chinese novel Jour-
ney to the West. Bulma joins Goku 
on a mission to find the seven Dragon 
Balls. The story focuses on adventure, 
friendship and action.

Bulma regularly finds herself naked, 
as in this chapter in which she – upon 
request – shows her body in return 
for a Dragon Ball.

Manga Dragon Ball
Toriyama Akira
Japan, 1989
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3813)

- 110 -
Bunny Bulma
Figures of anime and manga char-
acters are popular collector’s items 
among fans. Here, Bulma is wearing a 
bunny costume. This is inspired by an 
outfit that she wore in several epi-
sodes of the Dragon Ball series.

As with other characters, Bulma’s 
appearance oozes sexuality, both 
in the pose and the exaggerated 
female curves.

Bulma figurine
Banpresto
Japan, 2017
Plastic
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3812)

- 111 -
Bikini Bulma
The Dragon Ball series were an inter-
national hit in the 1990s and 2000s. 
The manga has been translated into 
numerous languages, as seen in this 
English-speaking example from 2001. The 
cover displays Bulma, in a bikini, being 
pursued by Master Roshi, an older male 
character who finds her irresistible.

Manga Dragon Ball
Toriyama Akira
United States, 2001 
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3811)

- 112 -
Painful tattoo
In historical Japanese prints women 
were often portrayed as objects 
of lust. Indeed these prints form 
a separate genre: bijinga, meaning 
‘pictures of beautiful women’.

This courtesan is being tattooed. 
She clenches a cloth between her 
teeth to ease the pain. The untidily 
wrapped kimono is a detail used to 
create excitement. 
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Colour woodblock print Painful: the Ap-
pearance of a Prostitute of the Kansei 
Era from the series Thirty-Two Aspects 
of Customs and Manners
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi
Japan, 1888
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0012)

or

Courtesans in the bathhouse
In historical Japanese prints women 
were often portrayed as objects 
of lust. Indeed these prints form 
a separate genre: bijinga, meaning 
‘pictures of beautiful women’.

We see courtesans in a bathhouse. 
The artist Tsukioka Yoshitoshi 
regularly visited their brothel. Bare 
breasts were not emphasised as an 
erotic part of the body. Details such 
as the hair line in the back of neck, 
toes and an untidily wrapped belt 
were by contrast titillating.

Colour woodblock prints, two parts of 
the triptych Summer: Women Bathing at 
the Daishōrō in the series Four Seasons 
at their Height
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi 
Japan, 1883
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4543)

These paper objects are alternated 
during  the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

7
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- 113 -
Michisugara (Underway)
The characters in Ai Yamaguchi’s work are often naked, have childlike 
bodies, and have an uneasy or aggressive look in their eyes. This is her way 
of denouncing the objectification of women. She refers both to historical 
imagery, such as bijinga (‘pictures of beautiful women’), and modern manga 
and anime.

These girls are portrayed without genitalia. They are about to enter a stage 
in life when men will increasingly view them as objects of lust.

Michisugara
Yamaguchi Ai
Japan, 2010
Acrylic on cotton
The Takahashi Collection, with thanks to Mizuma Art Gallery, Tokyo



ROBOTS

The robot: man and machine

Japan is fascinated by robots and the world is fascinated by 
Japanese robots. No country in the world is more closely 
associated with humanoid machines than Japan.

As so often the case, these associations are based both on fact 
and on fantasy. Japan certainly does produce a lot of robots, both 
in factories and laboratories, and in comic books, films and games.

While scientists and engineers all over the world work on the latest 
generation of robotics, the Japanese approach remains unique. 
There, robots are seen not as inanimate mechanical aids, but as 
creatures with a soul. This goes partly back to Shintoism, which 
assumes that all natural phenomena and some objects have souls.

8
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Pepper, human robot
Pepper is designed to keep people 
company, entertain and comfort 
them. With its many sensors, micro-
phones and cameras it is able to 
recognise and respond to emotions. 

Pepper was produced by the Japa-
nese company Softbank, but cre-
ated by Aldebaran in France. This 
Pepper runs on software developed 
by the University of Antwerp. This 
is further evidence of the fact that 
not everything that seems Japanese 
is truly Japanese.

Robot Pepper
Aldebaran Robotics and Softbank
Japan, 2014 (this model 2017)
Diverse materials
IDLab, Universiteit Antwerpen, in 
collaboration with IMEC

- 115 -
Hello Kitty comes to life
Hello Kitty merchandise is still popu-
lar: a lunchbox, sleeping mask or even 
a robot. This Hello Kitty robot rec-
ognises the people it talks to thanks 
to cameras, voice recognition and all 
kinds of sensors. It calls you by your 
name and talks to you like its best 
friend.

Don't fancy a chat? Hello Kitty also 
loves playing a guessing game. She 
only understands Japanese, which 
is why she is not turned on. Would 
you like a quick chat with a robot? 
Pepper is ready and waiting.

Hello Kitty companion robot 
Business Design Laboratory and NEC 
System Technologies
Japan, 2004 (this model ca. 2016)
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-2647)

- 116 -
Self-moving figures
Japan was already fond of automata,  
moving figures and installations driven 
by complex clockwork mechanics, in 
the 18th century. The general term 
is karakuri ningyō, ‘a doll that does 
tricks’. These are now regarded 
as forerunners of the robot. While 
some people simply find them 
amusing, others find them a little 
scary, especially the ones with a 
wind-up mechanism that can move 
independently.

Automaton
Unknown
Japan, ca. 1820 
Diverse materials
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(RV-360-2628)
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Mecha: the robot as a weapon and armour 

Mecha – pronounced ‘mèka’ –, derived from ‘mechanism’, is perhaps the 
most Japanese of all genres. It is all about machines with arms and legs 
that serve as sophisticated weapons.

The machines are controlled by a human pilot. They provide protection 
from monsters and aliens, but also from earthly enemies. There is often a 
serious political undercurrent in this particular form of science fiction. 

One element that always fascinates people is the brute strength 
displayed in the metal fist on metal fist fighting. People are also attracted 
by the imaginative designs and the sometimes abstract beauty of the fight 
scenes. Mecha robots appeal to the inner child in people of all ages.

- 117 -
Exploded stereotypes
In a combination of contemporary 
pop culture and traditional Japanese 
painting style, Tenmyouya Hisashi 
depicts a highly ornate truck. The un-
dercarriage is ASIMO, a well-known 
robot designed by Honda. The cabin 
of the truck thus becomes a cockpit.

The container holds a historic 
painting. Tenmyouya deliberately 
explodes foreign stereotypes of 
‘old Japan’ to show that Japanese 
culture is about more than just sim-
plicity and beauty.

Torakku yarō (Trucker)
©Tenmyouya Hisashi
Japan, 2003
Acrylic and gold leaf on canvas
Takahashi Collection, with thanks to 
Mizuma Art Gallery, Tokyo

- 118 -
Unicorn Gundam
The success of the Gundam fran-
chise is due above all to the popu-
larity of plastic models to assemble. 
These are called Gunpla, short for 
‘Gundam plastic model’. Every year, 
a couple of hundred million euros 
worth of these model kits are sold.

Unicorn Gundam is the most recent 
and the largest. In Tokyo there is 
even a full-size model, scale 1:1. It is 
twenty metres tall and can morph 
mechanically into battle mode. 

Scale model (1:48) Unicorn Gundam
Bandai
Japan, 2018
Plastic
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands  
(R-3774)
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- 119 -
After War Gundam X
Gundam is the most famous anime 
series in the robot genre mecha. 
The large robotic fighting machines, 
‘mobile suits’, are controlled by 
human pilots. The series looks 
mechanical, military and futuristic.

The characters' psychological 
battles are an important part of the 
plot. This is why these cels show 
not only the ‘mobile suit’ from the 
outside, but also the soldier in 
control in the cockpit.

Anime-cels After War Gundam X
Sunrise studio
Japan, 1996
Acrylic paint on cellulose acetate
Stichting Nationaal Museum van 
Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3789 
and R-3790)
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- 120 -
Astro Boy 
Astro Boy is a robot with a soul. The story of his origins is deeply tragic. 
His maker created him to replace his own son, who had died. Astro Boy has 
tremendous powers. He can fly and he is armed.

This is the most famous creation by the greatest manga artist of all time, 
Tezuka Osamu. The anime version was introduced in 1963, following the 
manga, and was the first to appear on American television. 

Manga Astro Boy
Tezuka Osamu 
Japan, 1965
Ink on paper
Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3788)

Sculpture Astro Boy
Unknown
Japan, ca. 2000 
Plastic 
Willem Kerseboom Gallery, Giekerk

- 121 -
Living with Aibo ERS-210
Will we be living with robots in the future? In Japan, the future has already 
arrived. The robot dog Aibo, ‘buddy’, was designed by Sony as a companion.  
Instead of feeding it, you attach your pet to a charger. With its lifelike motion 
and its playful character, owners love their robot as much as any real dog.

A new model was launched in 2018, featuring artificial intelligence. 

Companion robot Aibo ERS-210
Sony
Japan, 2001 
Electronics and plastics
Stichting Nationaal Museum van Wereldculturen, the Netherlands (R-3787)
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SEBASTIAN MASUDA 

Colourful Rebellion – Seventh Nightmare

What is it like to live in a kawaii world? Step into this art installation 
and you will see and hear what goes on in Sebastian Masuda’s head. 
That, he states, is the idea behind this work. 

Masuda evolved from kawaii fashion pioneer to artist. He directs 
(music) videos and conducts art projects with a global reach. 

As central figure of the Harajuku fashion scene, he enjoys inter-
national fame. This was one of the reasons for him to be elected 
cultural envoy of Japan in 2017. His travels and activities connect a 
kawaii community that stretches across all continents.
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Colourful Rebellion - Seventh Nightmare
Sebastian Masuda
Japan, 2014
Metal, plastic and textile
Sebastian Masuda

– MASUDA –
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OTAKU 

Welcome to the world of the devoted fan

Japanese popular culture has many devoted fans, or otaku. People 
who spend hours gaming, reading and watching, and are fanatical 
collectors. 

Many fans not only consume cultural products, however, they also 
help produce them. They subtitle Japanese films, draw their own 
manga and work for months on costumes that resemble their fa-
vourite character in every detail.

‘Otaku’ started life as a term of abuse, but nowadays it is embraced 
as a nickname, just like ‘nerd’ and ‘geek’ in the West. Otaku meet 
each other at fairs, known as cons (short for ‘conventions’). In this 
gallery you can try out on a small scale some of the activities avail-
able at a con. Go for it! Release your inner fan!
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Cosplay

Literally getting under the skin of your favourite character: as a fan, you 
cannot get closer to your favourite series or star.

The incredibly popular cosplay is about making and then wearing the 
outfits of characters in, for example, anime, manga and games. The word 
comes from the Japanese transformation of ‘costume play’, however, the 
origins of this phenomenon lie with Star Trek fans in the United States.

Cosplay competitions are organised all over the world, including at 
Japan Con in Brussels, Comic Con in Brussels, Antwerp and Ghent, and 
Atsusacon and FACTS in Ghent. Those who do well may eventually end 
up on the most important podium in the world of cosplay: that of the 
World Cosplay Summit in Japan! 

- 123 -
Smough and Ornstein
Matthias Story, alias CaptainGhostly, 
and Mistvein, are two golden boys 
in the Belgian cosplay scene. These 
golden costumes represent the 
executioner Smough and the dragon 
slayer Ornstein, two opponents 
who are notoriously hard to beat in 
the game Dark Souls. 

CaptainGhostly and Mistvein used 
these costumes to participate in the 
preselections of the World Cosplay 
Summit, where they just missed 
qualifying for the final in Japan. They 

give workshops to new cosplayers. 
During Cool Japan, they will give a 
workshop and a masterclass at the 
MAS. 

Smough costume
Mistvein
Belgium, 2017
Foam, epoxy, thermoplastic material, 
resin, silicone, textile and acrylic paint
Mistvein

Ornstein costume
Matthias Story alias CaptainGhostly
Belgium, 2017
Foam, epoxy, thermoplastic material, 
resin, silicone, textile and acrylic paint
CaptainGhostly
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- 124 -
Nyx Ulric
This costume represents Nyx Ulric, 
the main character of Kingsglaive: 
Final Fantasy XV. This computer-ani-
mated film is based on the setting and 
story of the video game Final Fantasy 
XV. The heroic Nyx does everything 
to protect the strong-willed Princess 
Lunafreya.

This costume was made by the 
Belgian cosplayer Saya. She requires 
an impressive 3 to 4 hours to put 
on the costume! With this outfit she 
won the 2018 cosplay competition at 
AnimeCon, an annual Dutch conven-
tion. Thanks to this victory, she got to 
defend the Belgian colours at CICAF, 
the China International Cartoon & 
Animation Festival, in 2019.

Nyx Ulric costume
Saya
Belgium, 2016-2017
Foam, epoxy, thermoplastic material, 
textile, artificial leather and faux fur
Saya

- 125 -
Mikaela Hyakuya
Mikaela Hyakuya is a character from 
the manga series Owari no seraph 
(Seraph of the End) and the anime 
series with the same name. The story 
takes place in a dystopic world, in 
which most humans fall prey to a 
deadly virus. Those who survive 
are forced into slavery by vampires. 
Mikaela has been made a vampire 
against his will.

This costume was made by Ine Van 
hamme, alias Xine Cosplay. With this 
outfit, Ine won the prize for best 
costume at both Atsusacon in Ghent 
and MCM Comic Con in Brussels in 
2016. The costume was upgraded in 
2017 for Ine's participation in the Bel-
gian EuroCosplay Preselections. She 
was named runner-up. 

Mikaela Hyakuya costume
Ine Van hamme alias Xine Cosplay
Belgium, 2016-2017
Foam, thermoplastic material, iron, MDF, 
textile, artificial leather and acrylic paint
Ine Van hamme alias Xine Cosplay
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Fans and fan clubs

It is wonderful to be a fan. Obsessively following your idol, looking for-
ward to their next performance, daydreaming over their picture… 

Japanese fan culture was already well established in the 18th century. 
Actors from the popular kabuki theatre, which had only male players, 
were greeted adoringly wherever they went. Fans organised themselves 
into groups and sponsored their idols with great devotion. 

More than half of all Japanese prints are related to kabuki theatre. Even 
so, popular actors still faced competition. Sumo wrestlers were giving 
them a run for their money. Prints with portraits of well-known fighters 
or images of famous contests were a big hit.  

- 126 -
Merchandise before its time
This woman is a real fan! She has even 
acquired a doll of her favourite sumo 
wrestler. She apparently idolised 
Shiranue Dakuemon, weighing a grand 
total of 135 kilograms.

The artist Utagawa Kunisada is said to 
have churned out no less than 680 
prints with sumo wrestlers during his 
career. This number gives an idea as 
to the popularity of sumo. 

Colour woodblock print Shiranui Da-
kuemon from the series Best Match of 
Sumo Wrestler Dolls
Utagawa Kunisada 
Japan, 1844
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4619)

or

In and out of the ring 
The popularity of sumo wrestling 

rose as from the 17th century. The 
fan community grew. Meanwhile, in 
the 18th and 19th century, prints of 
famous wrestlers or contests flew 
off the shelves. Sumo was already 
big business back then! 

Here is the impressive Koyanagi 
Tsunekichi, in the centre of the ring. 
In order to win, he had to push his 
opponent out of the ring or make 
him touch the floor within the ring 
with a part of the body other than 
the sole of the feet. 

Colour woodblock print Koyanagi 
Tsunekichi from the Tokushima Domain
Utagawa Kuniteru II
Japan, 1867
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4577)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.
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Men only
Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of 
the Tokugawa shogunate or feudal 
military regime in Japan (1603-1867), 
banned women from acting. This 
meant that men were also required 
to perform women's roles. They are 
then known as onnagata. 

This kabuki actor is playing the role of 
Yodogimi, the lover and subsequently 
second wife of Toyotomi Hideyoshi, 
a famous samurai general and com-
mander from the 16th century. 

Colour woodblock print featuring 
actor in the role of Yodogimi
Toyohara Kunichika
Japan, 1869
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4605)

or

Men in a woman's role
These onnagata, male actors in a 
woman's role, are Nakamura Shikan 
IV and Sawamura Tanosuke III, both 
from the 19th century. Nakamura 
was famous for his flexibility and 
Sawamura was among the best-
known onnagata of all times. He had 
much influence on women's fashion 
at the time. 

Blackened teeth represented real 
beauty for centuries, until the end 
of the Meiji period (1868-1912). This 
was due to their contrast with a 
white skin.

Colour woodblock print featuring 
actors Nakamura Shikan IV and 

Sawamura Tanosuke III playing Keise 
Ikahoru
Utagawa Kunisada
Japan, 1860
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4691)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation.

- 128 -
Partying rōnin
Fans bought prints of their favourite 
actors. With a bit of luck, you could 
find one of your favourite actor 
in your favourite role. Here, actor 
Sawamura Chōjurō V (1802-1853) is 
playing the role of Suzuki Mondō, a 
rōnin or samurai without a master. 
Having no master, he led a debauched 
life. Much to the annoyance of his 
wife, who took responsibility for 
caring for the children.

In this series, the artist Utagawa 
Kunisada pictures the kabuki actors 
in question in a famous place in Tokyo. 

Colour woodblock print The Place 
Aoyama: Suzuki Mondō from the series 
Views of Famous Places in Tokyo
Utagawa Kunisada 
Japan, 1852
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4603)

or

Fearless
The actor is unfamiliar to us. Even so, 
the print must have been a valuable 
item for fans. The actor is playing 
the part of the 12th-century samurai 
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Kumagai no Jirō Naozane.

Naozane served the Minamoto clan 
and acquired fame in particular with 
his fearless performance in the Gen-
pei war in the 1180s, the climax of a 
lengthy conflict between the noble 
families Minamoto and Taira.

Colour woodblock print, part of a trip-
tych featuring actor playing Kumagai no 
Jirō Naozane
Utagawa Kunisada
Japan, 1847-1850
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4665)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation

- 129 -
Sumo: growing popularity
This impressive sumo wrestler from 
the 19th century is Oitekazu Kitarō. 
As from the 17th century, sumo, 
which was originally an element in 
Shintō liturgy, increasingly became a 
sports event.

In the 18th century, print artists 
and publishers saw the commercial 
potential in the wrestlers' fame. By 
featuring them on their woodblock 
prints they also boosted their 
reputation. 

Colour woodblock print featuring sumo 
wrestler Oitekazu Kitarō
Utagawa Kunisada II
Japan, 1863
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.1995.0014.0028)

or

Exciting match
Sumo increasingly became a 
business as from the 17th century. 
The fan community grew rapidly. 
In the 18th and 19th century, print 
artists and publishers recognised 
their commercial potential as well. 
Prints of respected wrestlers and 
famous fights sold like hot cakes. 
The woodblock prints added to 
their popularity.

We see a fight between Koyanagi 
Tsunekichi, with the red mawashi or 
belt, and Arauma Kichigorō, wearing 
the blue mawashi. 

Colour woodblock print featuring sumo 
wrestlers Koyanagi Tsunekichi and 
Arauma Kichigorō
Utagawa Kunisada 
Japan, ca. 1847
Ink and pigment on paper
MAS (AE.4624)

These paper objects are alternated 
during the exhibition. This is necessary 
for their conservation
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Individuals in the melting pot
The artist collective three makes PVC sculptures. Their work emerged from 
their fandom. Using loads of old figurines – including European ones for this 
specific statue – they create new figures to their own design. The open 
sections cut in the final product reveal how a mass was created inside by 
melting the figurines together.

In this way they refer, among other things, to the masses of people who 
populate Japan’s cities, where individual personalities seem to dissolve into 
a greater whole. As fans, their intention is not to destroy the merchandising 
figures: ‘In our perspective, the characters live on regardless, in all their 
appearances in manga and anime, and as 3D figures across the world.’

11.7 kg
Artist collective three from Fukushima, created especially for Cool Japan
Japan, 2017
Stainless steel, PVC and wood
Artist collective three
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Manga: psychology and action  

The stories in manga are character-driven, exploring their hopes and 
fears. Because series often run for years and years, characters have 
complex development arcs. This way, the readers actually grow up 
alongside the main characters. 

Emotions play a large role in manga. The close-ups of faces make the 
emotions all the more powerful. The iconic huge eyes, the hair, the 
clothes, the body shape…: all of a manga character says something about 
him or her. It is a kind of ‘hidden’, but visible code.

Besides emotions, action is paramount. Cinematic action is achieved, 
for example, by a panel zooming in on the action itself and leaving out 
details. The motion in the action is highlighted by well-executed lines. 
Also, moments of action are slowed down to a few pages at a time in a 
technique called delayed time. 

There is a manga for every possible theme, such as moral dilemmas, 
determination in the face of failure (‘Ganbatte’ or ‘Do your best’), and 
nostalgia for childhood or a simpler time. In these stories, there is no 
clear good and evil, only the two sides of a difficult choice, with no 
obvious right answer.
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Anime:  Anime are Japanese cartoons and animated films. The word is also 
used in reference to the Japanese style of animated films. Within 
Japan, it refers to all cartoons and animated films, including both 
domestic and foreign productions.

Ekanban:  Ekanban are theatre posters. They were suspended on the 
second floor of kabuki theatres, facing downwards and at a slight 
angle. This meant that large groups could see what was on offer.

Hentai:  Pornographic manga, anime and games are known as hentai. This 
literally means ‘deviant’, as in ‘deviant sexual desire’.

Kabuki theatre: The popular kabuki theatre was created in the early 17th century. 
It involves a mixture of dance, music and acting. It was launched 
by a group of female performers, but soon only male actors were 
allowed.

Kamishibai:  Kamishibai narrators set up a diorama in a good spot on a 
street corner. They pushed pictures illustrating the story inside. 
Kamishibai was very popular in Japan before the rise of television. 

Kawaii:  ‘Cute’ or kawaii is one of the most characteristic features of 
Japanese popular culture. But kawaii means more than just cute. It 
also denotes immaturity, helplessness and a gentle nature.

Kimono:  A kimono is a gown or robe with wide sleeves. A kimono is 
secured with a belt. In the past, they were made entirely of silk. 
These days you can also find cheaper models, which include 
polyester. 

Manga:  Manga are Japanese comic strips. The word is also used in 
reference to the Japanese style of comic strips.

Mangaka:  A mangaka is someone who writes the manga story and creates 
the accompanying drawings. In other words, an illustrator and 
writer of Japanese comic strips. 

Netsuke:  Netsuke are button-like toggles allowing you to wear accessories 
on your hip. The accessory, which is suspended from a cord of 
plaited silk, is hooked behind the belt using the netsuke. 
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Ninja:  The ninja is Japan's most secretive warrior. This silent killer is 
more of a mythical figure in pop culture than a historical character, 
although ninjas really did exist.

Noh theatre:  Noh theatre became a distinctive theatre form in the 14th 
century. Music and dance play an important role in noh theatre. 
With their appearance and stylised movements, actors shape the 
story, without really enacting it. It is usual for three plays to be 
performed in succession. Each one is followed by a kyōgen act, a 
comical interlude. 

Otaku:  Otaku are fanatical fans of Japanese pop culture. This used to 
be a swear word. These days it has been reappropriated as an 
acceptable nickname.

Rōnin:  Rōnin are samurai without a master. Some preferred not to serve 
a lord, others were sent away. And some ended up alone following 
the death of their master.

Samurai:  Samurai are Japanese warriors. They have become an example of 
skill and superior weaponry, absolute devotion to the cause and 
loyalty to their master.

Shogun:  The shogun reigned over Japan between 1192 and 1867, with some 
interruptions, as a military commander. During this period, the 
emperor held only nominal power. The real power lay in the hands 
of the shogun. 

Wabi-sabi:  Wabi-sabi is a basic principle in Japanese aesthetics. Wabi-sabi 
stands for accepting and embracing transience and imperfection. 

Yukata:  A yukata is a thin and comfortable garment, originally worn to the 
public baths.

Yōkai:  Yōkai is a collective name for a large number of supernatural 
creatures, such as monsters, ghosts and demons. There are many 
such creatures in Japanese mythology and folklore.
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